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TRADING WITH SMALL PRICE IMPACT
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An investor trades a safe and several risky assets with linear price impact to maximize
expected utility from terminal wealth. In the limit for small impact costs, we explicitly
determine the optimal policy and welfare, in a general Markovian setting allowing
for stochastic market, cost, and preference parameters. These results shed light on
the general structure of the problem at hand, and also unveil close connections to
optimal execution problems and to other market frictions such as proportional and
fixed transaction costs.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Even in the most liquid financial markets, only small quantities can be traded quickly
without adversely affecting market prices. For large investors, it is therefore crucial
to balance the gains generated by trading against the corresponding price impact
costs.

This problem has received a lot of attention in the optimal execution literature, which
studies how to efficiently split up a single exogenously given order (cf., e.g., Bertsimas and
Lo 1998; Almgren and Chriss 2001; Huberman and Stanzl 2005; Obizhaeva and Wang
2013, as well as many more recent studies). In contrast, less is known about dynamic
portfolio choice with price impact, i.e., the problem of how to endogenously determine
the optimal order flow from market dynamics and investors’ preferences. Here, previous
work has focused on price impact linear in the order size, in concrete models with specific
market dynamics and preferences (Garleanu and Pedersen 2013a, 2013b; Almgren and
Li 2011; Collin-Dufresne et al. 2012; Guasoni and Weber 2014, 2017); see Section 5.1 for
a detailed discussion. In the present study, we also focus on linear price impact. However,
we allow for arbitrary preferences, as well as for general Markovian dynamics of market
prices and impact parameters. Despite this generality, we obtain explicit formulas for the
optimal policy and welfare, asymptotically for small price impacts.
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These results shed new light on the general structure of the problem at hand, and also
reveal deep connections to other market frictions. As in previous studies (Garleanu and
Pedersen 2013a, 2013b; Almgren and Li 2011; Guasoni and Weber 2014, 2017), it turns
out to be optimal to always trade from the current position θ�t toward the frictionless
target θ0

t at a finite rate θ̇�t . For a single risky asset,1 traded with small linear price impact
�t, this asymptotically optimal trading rate is given explicitly by:

θ̇�t =
√

(σ S
t )2

2�t Rt

(
θ0

t − θ�t
)
.(1.1)

Here, σ S
t is the risky asset’s volatility and Rt is the frictionless investor’s “indirect risk-

tolerance process,” i.e., the risk tolerance of the frictionless value function. Thus, the
current position θ�t is pushed back more aggressively to the frictionless target θ0

t if
i) the current deviation θ�t − θt is large, ii) market volatility σ S

t is high, iii) trading
costs �t are low, or iv) the investor’s risk tolerance Rt is low. For constant market,
cost, and preference parameters, this reduces to the formulas obtained by Garleanu
and Pedersen (2013); Almgren and Li (2011); Guasoni and Weber (2017). In the gen-
eral setting considered here, these quantities are updated continuously with the current
volatility, price impact, and (indirect) risk tolerance. Hence, the optimal policy is “my-
opic” in the sense that it trades toward the current frictionless maximizer (rather a
projected future optimum) with a speed determined by current market and preference
parameters.2

This observation is in analogy to results for small proportional (Martin 2012; Soner
and Touzi 2013; Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe 2013, 2015; Kallsen and Li 2013) and
fixed transaction costs (Korn 1998; Altarovici et al. 2015), where “myopic” policies
are also optimal asymptotically. With these frictions, the risky fraction is always kept
between two trading boundaries around the frictionless target position. In contrast,
with price impact, it is no longer optimal to remain uniformly close. Instead, the op-
timal deviation follows a diffusion process with fluctuations driven by the frictionless
optimizer and mean reversion induced by the control (1.1). Hence, the “fine” struc-
ture of the optimal policy crucially depends on the specific market friction under
consideration. Yet, the “coarse” structure is the same in each case, in that the aver-
age squared deviation from the frictionless target is kept below some threshold, deter-
mined by the same inputs.3 Indeed, with small linear price impact �t, this threshold is
given by:

√
2
(

Rt�t

(σ S
t )2

)1/2 (
σ θ

0

t

)2
,

1The results readily extend to multiple risky assets, cf. Theorems 4.3 and 4.7. For ease of exposition, we
focus on a single risky asset in this introduction.

2Hedging against the future evolution of the frictionless target is studied by Garleanu and
Pedersen (2013).

3This is the (leading-order) stationary variance obtained when considering a small time interval around
t, and then i) changing time to stretch it to the entire half-line, and ii) normalizing the deviation by the
dynamic threshold accordingly. See Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe (2013, 2015); Kallsen and Li (2013) for more
details.
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where σ θ
0

t =
√

d〈θ0〉t/dt is the volatility of the frictionless target strategy.4 For small
proportional transaction costs �t, the analogous bound reads as follows:5

1
3
√

12

(
Rt�t

(σ S
t )2

)2/3 (
σ θ

0

t

)4/3
.

Similarly, for small fixed trading costs �t, the corresponding threshold is given by:6

1√
3

(
Rt�t

(σ S
t )2

)1/2

σ θ
0

t .

Hence, there is a different universal constant in each case, and the powers to which the
input parameters are raised also depend on the specific friction at hand. The inputs Rt,
�t, σ S

t , and σ θ
0

t , however, are the same in each model. As a result, the corresponding com-
parative statics are universal: the frictionless target is tracked tightly, on average, if price
risk is high relative to risk tolerance, if trading costs are low, or if the frictionless target
strategy is relatively inactive and can therefore be implemented with few adjustments.

The optimal trading rate (1.1) also reveals a close connection to the optimal execution
literature. Indeed, for small price impacts, (1.1) locally corresponds to the optimal exe-
cution strategy of Almgren and Chriss (2001) as well as Schied and Schöneborn (2009),
with the order to be executed given by the deviation from the frictionless target.7 Hence,
dynamic portfolio choice with small price impacts can be interpreted as “optimally liq-
uidating toward the frictionless target,” where the latter as well as market, impact, and
preference parameters all are updated continuously.

The performance of the optimal policy and in turn the welfare loss due to finite market
depth can also be quantified. At the leading order, the certainty equivalent loss due to
small price impact, i.e., the cash equivalent of trading without frictions, is given by:

EQ

⎡
⎣∫ T

0

√
(σ S

t )2�t

2Rt

(
σ θ

0

t

)2
dt

⎤
⎦ .(1.2)

As a result, price impact has a substantial welfare effect if i) market risk measured by
the volatility σ S

t is high compared to the investor’s risk tolerance Rt, ii) the trading costs
�t are large, or iii) the frictionless target strategy is highly active with large volatility
σ θ

0

t . As all of these quantities generally are time-dependent and random, they have to be
averaged suitably, across both time and states. Here, averaging across states is carried out

4If θ0
t = �(t, St) is a delta-hedge in a complete Markovian setting then this is the “Cash-Gamma,” i.e.,

the second derivative of the option price with respect to the underlying, multiplied by the squared value of
the latter.

5This bound is derived by noticing that the deviations from the frictionless target are approximately
uniform in this case (Janeček and Shreve 2004; Rogers 2004; Goodman and Ostrov 2010; Kallsen
and Muhle-Karbe 2013, 2015; Kallsen and Li 2013), so that the corresponding average squared devia-
tion equals one-third of the halfwidth of the no-trade region determined in Martin (2012); Soner and
Touzi (2013); Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe (2013, 2015); Kallsen and Li (2013).

6To see this, note that the approximate probability density of the deviation is a “hat function” in this case,
so that the corresponding average squared deviation is given by one-sixth of the halfwidth of the no-trade
region determined by Korn (1998); Altarovici et al. (2015).

7This correspondence remains true with several risky assets, where optimal liquidation has been studied
by Schied et al. (2010); Schöneborn (2011).
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with respect to the frictionless investor’s “marginal pricing measure” Q,8 i.e., the effect
of the small friction is priced like a marginal path-dependent option.

For frictionless models that can be solved in closed form, Representation (1.2) readily
yields explicit formulas. In general, this expression allows to shed further light on the
connections between price impact and other market frictions. Indeed, close analogues
of Formula (1.2) for the certainty equivalent loss due to small price impact remain true
for different trading costs. Only the universal constant and the powers of the inputs have
to be changed, like for the average squared deviation from the frictionless target. For
example, with small proportional transaction costs �t, the analogue of (1.2) reads as
follows (Soner and Touzi 2013; Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe 2013, 2015):

EQ

⎡
⎣∫ T

0

3

√
9(σ S

t )2�t

32Rt

(
σ θ

0

t

)4/3
dt

⎤
⎦ .

Hence, the monotonicity in the model inputs σ S
t , �t, Rt, and σ θ

0
remains unchanged,

and the corresponding comparative statics are the same for each small friction.
For investors with constant absolute risk tolerance, i.e., with exponential utilities, our

results readily allow to incorporate random endowments by a change of measure. This in
turn allows us to obtain utility-indifference prices and hedging strategies. As volatilities
are invariant under equivalent measure changes, it follows that the trading rate (1.1) is
truly universal, in that it applies both to optimal investment and to hedging; only the
frictionless inputs need to be changed accordingly. Formula (1.2) for the corresponding
welfare loss in turn leads to utility-based derivative prices in the spirit of Hodges and
Neuberger (1989) as well as Davis, Panas, and Zariphopoulou (1993).9

We use dynamic programming and matched asymptotics to prove the results discussed
above. To outline this methodology, let v0 be the frictionless value function of the initial
data ζ .10 Also let vλ be its counterpart for small linear price impact �t = λ�(·).11 Due
to the friction, vλ depends not only on ζ but also on the number ϑ of shares the investor
currently holds. Then, the main technical objective is to understand the limit behavior
of

ūλ(ζ, ϑ) := v0(ζ ) − vλ(ζ, ϑ)
λ1/2

≥ 0, as λ ↓ 0.

The viscosity approach developed by Evans (1992) to problems in homogenization is
suitable for this analysis. Indeed, it provides a technique to derive the equation satisfied
by the relaxed semilimits ū∗ and ū∗ of ūλ as λ ↓ 0. Then, by a comparison result, one
concludes that these limits are equal to each other. In particular, this proves the local
uniform convergence of ūλ.

8That is, the dual martingale measure linked to the primal optimizer by the usual first-order condition.
Expectations under this measure correspond to utility indifference prices for infinitesimally small claims
(Davis 1997; Karatzas and Kou 1996; Kramkov and Sirbu 2007), whence the name “marginal pricing
measure.”

9For related asymptotics with small proportional costs, cf. Whalley and Wilmott (1997); Bichuch (2014);
Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe (2013, 2015); Bouchard et al. (2013); Possamai and Royer (2014).

10As is well known, the frictionless value function depends on time t, the current values s and y of the
risky assets and state variables, and the investor’s wealth x. These are collected in ζ = (t, s, y, x).

11Here, λ ∼ 0 is the small parameter for the asymptotic expansion, and �(·) is a given deterministic
function of time, the current values of asset prices and state variables, and the investor’s wealth.
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In this approach, it is crucial that the limit functions depend only on the “original”
variable ζ . However, in our context, the relaxed semilimits ū∗ and ū∗ depend also on
the ϑ-variable and we need to identify this dependence separately. Indeed, we first show
that ū∗ and ū∗ are sub- and supersolutions, respectively, of an Eikonal-type equation as
studied in Kružkov (1975); Ishii (1987):

(Dϑ ū)2 = n,

where n is a smooth nonnegative function, quadratic in the ϑ-variable. In general, there
is no comparison principle for the above equation. However, using a transformation
technique, we prove a comparison result for nonnegative solutions. This implies the
existence of a smooth quadratic function	 of the difference between the actual position
ϑ and the frictionless optimal position θ0(ζ ) such that the there is no ϑ-dependence for
the relaxed semilimits of

ūλ(ζ, ϑ) −	 (ζ, ϑ).

We then proceed by analyzing these limits using the viscosity technique outlined above.
Similar asymptotic results have been recently obtained for utility maximization with

proportional transaction costs in Soner and Touzi (2013), for several risky assets in
Possamai et al. (2013), for random endowments in Bouchard et al. (2013), and for models
with fixed transaction costs in Altarovici et al. (2015). In these models, the semilimits
can be shown to be independent of the ϑ-variable due to the gradient constraint in the
dynamic programming equation, because a single trade from the actual position to the
frictionless target is negligible at the leading order. In contrast, such bulk trades are
impossible in our framework as they incur infinite price impact. This necessitates the
novel analysis through the Eikonal equation.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The model is set up in Section
2. Afterwards, we state the dynamic programming equations without and with frictions,
before turning to the corrector equations governing their asymptotic relationship for
small price impacts. For better readability, we first derive the corrector equations heuris-
tically in a simple setting, and then state their general versions. The subsequent Section
4 contains our main results, an asymptotic expansion of the value function for small
price impacts and a corresponding almost optimal trading policy. These results, their
implications, and connections to the literature are discussed in Section 5, and proved
in Section 6. Afterwards, in Section 7, we provide a set of sufficient conditions for our
technical assumptions, which are standard for verification results (cf., e.g., Touzi 2013,
theorem 4.1). Finally, in Section 8, we show how to verify the conditions of Section 7 in
a concrete model.

Notation. Throughout, Md×m denotes the space of d × m matrices, and Sd the subspace
of symmetric d × d matrices. For k ≥ 1, x ∈ Rk and r > 0, we write Br (x) for the open ball
of radius r centered at x; B̄r (x) and ∂Br (x) denote its closure and boundary, respectively.

For a smooth function ϕ : (t, x1, . . . , xk) → R, we write ∂tϕ, ∂xiϕ for the corresponding
partial derivatives. The second-order derivatives are denoted by ∂xi xjϕ etc. We write Dϕ
and D2ϕ for the gradient vector and Hessian matrix of ϕ with respect to the spatial
components, respectively. For any subset I ⊂ {1, · · · , k}, D(xi )i∈I and D2

(xi )i∈I
refer to the

gradient and Hessian with respect to (xi )i∈I .
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Ci denotes the i -times continuously differentiable functions, Ci
b is the subspace with

bounded derivatives, and C1,2 refers to the functions once resp. twice continuously dif-
ferentiable in the time resp. space variables.

Finally, for any locally bounded function v , the corresponding lower- and upper-
semicontinuous envelopes are denoted by v∗, v∗.

2. MODEL

2.1. Unaffected Prices

Let (�,F,P) be a complete probability space supporting a q-dimensional Brownian
motion W. Fix a finite time horizon T > 0, and let F := (Ft)t∈[0,T] be the augmented
filtration generated by W.

We consider a financial market with d + 1 assets. The first one is safe, and its price
is assumed to be normalized to one. The other d assets are risky, with unaffected best
quotes S := (S1, . . . , Sd ) following

dSr = μS(r , Sr ,Yr )dr + σS(r , Sr ,Yr )dWr , St = s,(2.1)

for a state variable Y taking values in an open subset Y of Rm, with dynamics

dYr = μY(r ,Yr )dr + σY(r ,Yr )dWr , Yt = y.(2.2)

The mappings (μS, σS) : [0,T] × (0,∞)d × Y �−→ Rd × Md×q and (μY, σY) : [0,T] ×
Y �−→ Rm × Mm×q are continuous and Lipschitz-continuous in (s, y). Moreover, σS be-
longs to C1,2 and satisfies the following local ellipticity condition: for any compact subset
B ⊂ [0,T] × (0,∞)d × Y , there is a constant γB > 0 such that:∣∣x�σS

∣∣2 = x�σSσ
�
S x ≥ γB |x|2 , for all x ∈ Rd on B.(2.3)

As a result, for any initial data (t, s, y) ∈ [0,T] × (0,∞)d × Y , there is a unique strong
solution of the SDEs (2.1)-(2.2), that we denote by (St,s,y,Yt,y).

REMARK 2.1. The condition σS ∈ C1,2 allows to produce a smooth solution of the First
Corrector Equation (3.13) in Lemma 4.1. This assumption could be weakened using a
mollification argument as in Possamai et al. (2013).

2.2. Linear Price Impact

The unaffected best quotes S from (2.1) represent the idealized prices at which
minimal amounts can be traded slowly without adversely affecting market prices. In
contrast, if �θ shares are traded over a time interval �t, then this order is filled at an
average price per share of

St +�t
�θ

�t

instead of St. This price impact is purely “transient,” in that prices immediately return
to their unaffected value after each trade is filled.12 Moreover, impact is linear in the

12For models also taking into account persistent price impact, cf., e.g., Bertsimas and Lo (1998); Almgren
and Chriss (2001); Huberman and Stanzl (2005); Gatheral (2010); Obizhaeva and Wang (2013); Alfonsi,
Fruth, and Schied (2010); Roch and Soner (2013); Garleanu and Pedersen (2013), and the references therein.
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trading rate �θ/�t. This is described by the process �t = λ�(t, St,Yt, Xt), where λ > 0
is a small parameter and �(t, St,Yt, Xt) is a C1,2-function of time t, current prices St,
the state variable Yt, and the investor’s current (paper) wealth Xt, taking values in the
symmetric, positive definite d × d matrices.13 For λ = 0, the usual frictionless model
obtains, where arbitrary quantities �θ can be traded over any time interval �t at the
same price St, for a total execution price of�θSt. With a nontrivial λ > 0, trading prices
become less favorable in that each order�θ incurs an additional cost which is quadratic14

in quantities traded, and inversely proportional to the trade’s execution time:

�θ�

�t
�t
�θ

�t
�t.

These considerations motivate the following continuous-time model.15 For any absolutely
continuous trading strategy

dθr = θ̇r dr , θt = ϑ,(2.4)

the corresponding (paper) wealth has dynamics

dXr = θr dSr − λθ̇�
r �(r , Sr ,Yr , Xr )θ̇r dr , Xt = x.(2.5)

To wit, the usual frictionless dynamics are adjusted for trading costs quadratic in the
trading rate θ̇ . For notational simplicity, we write

ζ := (t, s, y, x) ∈ D,

where

D := D< ∪ ∂TD

with

D< := [0,T) × (0,∞)d × Rm × R and ∂TD := {T} × (0,∞)d × Rm × R.

With this notation, the set of controls �λ0 consists of the F-progressively measur-
able trading rates θ̇ for which the system (2.4-2.5) admits a unique strong solution
(θ t,ϑ , Xζ,ϑ,θ̇ ,λ) for all initial data (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd .

13As pointed out by Garleanu and Pedersen (2013), symmetry of � can be assumed without loss of
generality because otherwise the symmetrized version (�+��)/2 leads to the same trading costs. Positive
definiteness means that each transaction has a positive cost. The wealth dependence of the price impact
parameter permits the incorporation of feedback effects of the investor’s actions on market liquidity. For
example, price impact inversely proportional to the investor’s current wealth corresponds to the representa-
tive investor model of Guasoni and Weber (2014, 2017), where impact is constant relative to the total market
capitalization.

14Quadratic trading costs can also be motivated by a block-shaped limit order book (Obizhaeva and
Wang 2013) or a microstructure model based on the inventory risk accumulated by market makers (Garleanu
and Pedersen 2013). The empirical literature consistently finds convex trading costs (e.g., Engle, Ferstenberg,
and Russell 2008; Lillo, Farmer, and Mantegna 2003). Some studies actually report quadratic costs (Breen,
Hodrick, and Korajczyk 2002; Kyle and Obizhaeva 2011), whereas others point toward sublinear price
impact with trading costs between linear and quadratic (e.g., Almgren et al. 2005; Tóth et al. 2011).

15Convergence of the respective optimizers is proved in a related model by Garleanu and Pedersen (2013).
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REMARK 2.2. To ease notation and because the time-derivative plays a special role, for
any smooth function ϕ : D → R, (resp. ϕ : D × Rd → R) we write Dϕ (resp. Dζ ϕ) for
the gradient of ϕ with respect to its spatial components (s, y, x). Derivatives with respect
to time t are denoted by ∂tϕ throughout.

2.3. Preferences and Liquidation

In the above market with linear price impact, an investor trades to maximize expected
utility from terminal wealth at some finite planning horizon T > 0. Her utility function
U : R → R ∪ {−∞} is nondecreasing, as well as smooth and strictly concave on the
interior of its effective domain.

As the investment horizon is finite, liquidation at the terminal time T has to be taken
into account. For small proportional or fixed trading costs, a single bulk trade is negligible
at the leading order, so that this issue disappears asymptotically. With price impact,
however, liquidation becomes a nontrivial (and potentially costly) issue. Because we focus
here on the dynamic trading before T, we separate the liquidation problem as follows. We
suppose that the model parameters are simply frozen at time T and the investor’s terminal
position θT is liquidated quickly toward the frictionless target θ0

T = θ0(T, ST,YT, XθT)
using the deterministic mean-variance optimal strategy from Schöneborn (2011), with
constant risk-tolerance RT = −U ′(XθT)/U ′′(XθT). This leads to risk-adjusted liquidation
costs (Schöneborn 2011, equation (11)) of λ1/2P(T, ST,YT, XθT, θT), where (Schöneborn
2011, theorem 4.1):

P(ζ, ϑ) := (ϑ − θ0(ζ ))�
�1/2(�−1/2σSσ

�
S �

−1/2)1/2�1/2

(2R)1/2
(ζ )(ϑ − θ0(ζ )).

As these liquidation costs are small for small price impacts (� ∼ 0), we in turn define the
investor’s frictional value function as suggested by Taylor’s theorem:

vλ(ζ, ϑ) := sup
θ̇∈�̇λζ,ϑ

E

[
U
(
Xζ,ϑ,θ̇ ,λT

) − U ′(Xζ,ϑ,θ̇ ,εT

)
λ1/2P

(
T, SζT,Y

ζ

T , Xζ,ϑ,θ̇ ,εT , θ
ζ,ϑ

T

)]
,(2.6)

for initial data (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × R. Here, θ̇ runs through the set �̇λζ,ϑ of admissible controls.
These have to satisfy

U
(
Xζ,ϑ,θ̇ ,εT

) − U ′(Xζ,ϑ,θ̇ ,εT

)
λ1/2P

(
T, SζT,Y

ζ

T , Xζ,ϑ,θ̇ ,εT , θ
ζ,ϑ

T

) ∈ L1.(2.7)

Moreover, one needs to be able to approximate the corresponding wealth processes using
simple strategies as in Biagini and Černý (2011). The first condition is evidently needed
to make the terminal utility well defined. The second assumption is an economically
meaningful class of strategies that is small enough to exclude doubling strategies,16

but large enough to contain the optimizer under weak assumptions; see Biagini and
Černý (2011) for more details. For utilities which are only finite on the positive half-line,
the approximation property is replaced by requiring the wealth process to be positive on
[0,T].

16With superlinear frictions, doubling strategies need not be ruled out a priori to make the frictional
problem well posed (Guasoni and Rásonyi 2014). However, even if doubling strategies are not scalable at
will, their availability may still cause the value function to become discontinuous at the terminal time T,
ruling out classical verification theorems as in Section 7. Therefore, we do not allow doubling strategies here.
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REMARK 2.3. The liquidation penalty P disappears in the following two important
special cases:

1. For infinite-horizon problems as in Garleanu and Pedersen (2013); Guasoni and
Weber (2014, 2017), liquidation is not an issue. Indeed, as the horizon grows, the
cost of the terminal liquidation program remains the same, whereas the accumu-
lated benefits from trading grow indefinitely.

2. Suppose that the initial allocation is close to the frictionless target. Then, for
strategies that always trade quickly toward the latter, the deviation always remains
small in expectation. Hence, the liquidation penalty is of higher order in this case,
and can be neglected asymptotically.

For finite-horizon problems and arbitrary initial endowments, however, liquidation
has to be taken into account explicitly, see Almgren and Li (2011).

REMARK 2.4. Instead of requiring liquidation to the frictionless optimizer in (2.6),
one could also impose liquidation to a full cash position, or no liquidation penalty at
all. Both of these alternatives are economically meaningful, but complicate the problem
substantially. The reason is that unlike for proportional or fixed costs, one cannot set
up or liquidate a given portfolio with a single block trade and trading costs negligible
at the leading asymptotic order. Therefore, with no liquidation penalty, investors with a
short horizon will only trade very little if their initial position is far from the frictionless
target to save trading costs. In contrast, with a longer horizon, they will trade much more
aggressively to reap the gains from an optimal position in the long run. Requiring full
liquidation leads to similar inhomogeneities. Indeed, as the horizon nears, the investor’s
focus then gradually shifts from rebalancing to maintain an optimal risk-return tradeoff
to a liquidation program. In contrast, liquidation toward the frictionless target leads to
a “stationary” version of the (asymptotic) problem, where the effects of setting up and
liquidating the portfolio are disregarded, to be dealt with as separate optimal execution
problems.

3. DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING AND CORRECTOR EQUATIONS

In this section, we state the dynamic programming equations solved by the frictionless
and frictional value functions, respectively. For small price impacts, their difference
is described by the solution of the so-called “corrector equations.” To provide some
intuition, we first derive these heuristically for a single risky asset and state variable.
Afterwards, we state the general multidimensional versions.

3.1. The Frictionless Case

Without price impact, the diffusions (St,s,y,Yt,y) are still defined as the strong solutions
of the SDEs (2.1-2.2) but, without trading costs, the wealth dynamics (2.5) reduce to

dX ζ,θ
r = θr d Sr , Xζ,θt = x.

Here, the—now no longer necessarily absolutely continuous—control θ denotes the num-
bers of risky shares held in the portfolio. The control set consists of the F-progressively
measurable processes taking values in Rd such that the above SDE admits a unique strong
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solution Xζ,θ . As above, we restrict ourselves to the subset �0
ζ of admissible controls for

which U(Xζ,θT ) ∈ L1, and for which the corresponding wealth processes can be approxi-
mated by simple strategies as in Biagini and Černý (2011). The frictionless value function
is then defined as follows:

v0(ζ ) := sup
θ∈�0

ζ

E
[
U
(
Xζ,θT

)]
.(3.1)

Standard arguments (compare, e.g., Fleming and Soner 2006) show that the frictionless
value function v0 solves the Dynamic Programming Equation (henceforth DPE) for the
problem at hand:

PROPOSITION 3.1. Assume that v0 is locally bounded. Then it is a (discontinuous)
viscosity solution of {

infϑ∈Rd

{−Lϑv0
} = 0, on D<,

v0(T, ζ ) = U(x), on ∂TD,
(3.2)

where, for ψ ∈ C1,2 and (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd :

Lϑψ(ζ, ϑ) :=
{
∂tψ + μϑ · Dζψ + 1

2
Tr

[
σϑσ

�
ϑ D2

ζψ
] }

(ζ, ϑ),

with

μϑ (ζ ) :=
⎛
⎝ μS

μY

ϑ · μS

⎞
⎠ (ζ ) and σϑ (ζ ) :=

⎛
⎝ σS

σY

ϑ�σS

⎞
⎠ (ζ ).

REMARK 3.2. Suppose that v0 is smooth with ∂xxv0 < 0. Then, as σS satisfies the
ellipticity condition (2.3), it follows that v0 is a classical solution of

Lθ0
v0(ζ ) = 0,(3.3)

for all ζ ∈ D< or, equivalently,{
∂tv0 + μ0 Dv0 + 1

2
Tr

[
σ̄0σ̄

�
0 D2

(s,y)v
0
]}

(ζ ) =
(

1
2

(θ0)�σSσ
�
S θ

0∂xxv0
)

(ζ ),(3.4)

where the optimal investment strategy θ0(ζ ) satisfies

− (∂xxv0σSσ
�
S θ

0)(ζ ) := μS∂xv0 + σSσ̄
�
0 D(s,y)(∂xv0)(ζ ),(3.5)

with

σ̄0 :=
(
σS

σY

)
.

Indeed, given sufficient regularity of the coefficients of the SDEs, standard verification
arguments (compare, e.g., Touzi 2013) show that the Markovian feedback policy

θ0
u := θ0

(
u, St,s,y

u , X̂t,s,y,x,θ0

u ,Yt,y
u

)
, u ∈ [t,T],
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is optimal for (3.1) in this case. Note that—with an abuse of notation—we use the same
symbol to denote both the feedback description of a strategy and its evolution as a
stochastic process.

3.2. The Dynamic Programming Equation with Price Impact

Given that the frictionless value function v0 is locally bounded, its frictional coun-
terpart vλ is evidently locally bounded from above because any absolutely continuous
control in �̇λζ,ϑ can be reproduced by a control in �0

ζ , the utility function U is nonde-
creasing, and the penalty function P is nonnegative. We assume in addition that vλ is
also locally bounded from below, i.e., there exists at least one strategy that closes out any
initial position with finite utility.17

Next, we turn to the corresponding DPE with linear price impact. Without state
constraints, i.e., for utilities that are finite on the whole real line, the latter can be derived
from the weak dynamic programming principle of Bouchard and Touzi (2011). It is
expected that this remains true if wealth is required to remain positive for utilities finite
only on R+, see Bouchard and Nutz (2012). Making this rigorous in the presence of
frictions is more delicate, though, see Altarovici et al. (2015); Soner and Vukelja (2014)
for some specific examples. Therefore, we simply state the DPE as an assumption in the
general setting considered here:

ASSUMPTION 3.3. The frictional value function vλ is locally bounded and a (discontinu-
ous) viscosity solution of{

−Lϑvλ − Hλvλ = 0, on D< × Rd ,

vλ = U − U ′λ1/2P, on ∂TD × Rd ,
(3.6)

where, for ψ ∈ C1,2 and (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd :

Hλψ(ζ, ϑ) := sup
ϑ̇∈Rd

{
ϑ̇ · Dϑψ − λϑ̇��ϑ̇∂xψ

}
(ζ, ϑ),(3.7)

and the liquidation penalty P is defined as in Section 2.3.

REMARK 3.4. The PDE (3.6) generally has to be understood in terms of the semicon-
tinuous envelopes Hλ,∗,Hλ

∗ of

Hλ : (ζ, qx, qϑ ) ∈ D × R × Rd �−→ sup
ϑ̇∈Rd

{
ϑ̇ · qϑ − λϑ̇��(ζ )ϑ̇qx

}
.

(We use the shorthand notation Hλψ(ζ, ϑ) := Hλ(ζ, ∂xψ(ζ, ϑ), Dϑψ(ζ, ϑ)).)
However, we have Hλ,∗ = Hλ

∗ = Hλ on D × (0,∞) × Rd so that this relaxation is
superfluous for smooth test function ψ satisfying ∂xψ > 0 on D × Rd . Moreover, in this
case, positive-definiteness of � gives that the first line in (3.6) can be rewritten as

−
(
Lϑψ + (Dϑψ)��−1 Dϑψ

4λ∂xψ

)
(ζ, ϑ) = 0, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D< × Rd ,(3.8)

17For any initial wealth, this is evidently possible with a single bulk trade for sufficiently small proportional
or fixed costs. With linear price impact, only absolutely continuous trading strategies can be implemented.
Therefore, one has to restrict to long-only portfolios for utilities defined on the positive half-line, and impose
sufficient integrability on the asset dynamics even for utilities defined on the whole real line, see Section 8
for more details.
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where we have used the pointwise optimizer in (3.7):

ϑ̇λ(ζ, ϑ) := �−1 Dϑψ
2λ∂xψ

(ζ, ϑ).(3.9)

3.3. Heuristic Expansion for a Single Risky Asset

Our goal is to show that, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd , the frictional value function has the
asymptotic expansion

vλ(ζ, ϑ) = v0(ζ ) − λ1/2u(ζ ) − λ	 ◦ ξλ(ζ, ϑ) + o(λ1/2).(3.10)

Here, we write

	 ◦ ξλ(ζ, ϑ) := 	 (ζ, ξλ(ζ, ϑ))

for	 : (ζ, ξ ) ∈ D × Rd �−→ 	 (ζ, ξ ), and the “fast” variable

ξλ(ζ, ϑ) := ϑ − θ0(ζ )
λ1/4

(3.11)

measures the deviation of the actual position from the frictionless target (3.5), rescaled
to be of order one as λ → 0.

REMARK 3.5. The asymptotic scalings for the value function and the optimal policy
are motivated by the corresponding results of Guasoni and Weber (2017).

To motivate the corrector equations describing the asymptotics (cf. Section 3.4), let
us first informally derive them for a single risky asset (d = 1) and a single state variable
(m = 1).18 Both processes are driven by a two-dimensional Brownian motion (q = 2),
with volatilities

σS := (σS,1 0) and σY := (σY,1 σY,2),

so that price and state shocks are correlated for σY,1 �= 0. In this simple framework, the
price impact matrix� is simply a positive, smooth, scalar function on D. Suppose that v0

and vλ are classical solutions of (3.2) and (3.6), respectively, satisfying ∂xv0 ∧ (−∂xxv0) ∧
∂xvλ > 0. Assume furthermore that the functions θ0, u,	 and ξλ belong to C1,2, and
introduce the local quadratic variation of the frictionless optimizer:

cθ0 (ζ ) := d〈θ0〉
dt

(ζ ) = (
σS∂sθ

0 + σSY∂yθ
0 + σSθ

0∂xθ
0)2

(ζ ) + (
σY∂yθ

0)2
(ζ ) ≥ 0.(3.12)

Notice that θ0 refers to the evolution of the optimal frictionless strategy as a stochastic
process, where the appropriate state variables are plugged into its feedback description.

3.3.1. The corrector equations.
Inserting the ansatz (3.10-3.11) into the frictional DPE (3.8) leads to

0 = −Lθ0
v0 − λ1/4ξλ

(
μS∂xv0 + σ 2

S,1∂sxv0 + σSσY,1∂xyv0 + σ 2
S,1θ

0∂xxv0)
−λ1/2

(
−Lθ0

u + 1
2
σ 2

S,1∂xxv0ξ 2
λ − 1

2
cθ0∂ξξ	 + (∂ξ	 )2

4�∂xv0

)
+ o(λ1/2).

18The corresponding calculations for several assets and state variables are analogous, but more tedious.
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Here, the first line vanishes by the frictionless DPE (3.3) and the first-order condition
(3.5) for the frictionless optimizer. Observe that the map u in (3.10) is independent of
ϑ , hence Lθ0

u is a function of ζ only as well. As a consequence, the remaining terms
at the order λ1/2 in the previous equation should not depend on ϑ either. Therefore,
we first look for a function a : D → R such that the pair (	, a) is solution, for fixed
(t, s, x, y) ∈ D<, of the first corrector equation

1
2
σ 2

S,1ξ
2∂xxv0 − 1

2
cθ0∂ξξ	 + �−1(∂ξ	 )2

4∂xv0
+ a = 0,(3.13)

and then identify u as the solution on D< of the second corrector equation

− Lθ0
u − a = 0.(3.14)

Now, insert the ansatz (3.10) into the terminal condition (3.6) for the frictional value
function vλ and use the terminal condition (3.2) for its frictionless counterpart v0. This
shows that the corresponding terminal condition for u is given by

λ1/2u + λ	 ◦ ξλ = U ′λ1/2P, on ∂TD.(3.15)

Let R := −∂xv0/∂xxv0 denote the risk tolerance of the frictionless value function. As
R> 0 because we assumed −∂xxv0 ∧ ∂xv0 > 0, the First Corrector Equation (3.13) is
readily rewritten as

σ 2
S,1

2�R
ξ 2 + cθ0

2�∂xv0
∂ξξ	 −

(
∂ξ	

2�∂xv0

)2

− a
�∂xv0

= 0.

Evidently, there should be no penalty for deviating when the actual position coincides
with the frictionless target. Hence, we impose the additional constraint 	 (·, 0) = 0,
obtaining the explicit solution (	, a) with

	 (ζ, ξ ) = k2(ζ )ξ 2,

as well as

k2 = ±(�∂xv0)
√
σ 2

S,1/(2�R), a = cθ0 k2.(3.16)

Via (3.9), (3.10), and (3.11), this identifies the optimal trading rate for small price impact
(λ ∼ 0) as

θ̇ λ(ζ, ϑ) ∼ −λ
3/4∂ξ	 (ζ, ξ (ζ, ϑ))
2λ�(ζ )∂xv0(ζ )

= −
⎛
⎝±

√
σS,1(t, s, y)2

2λ�(ζ )R(ζ )
(ϑ − θ0(ζ ))

⎞
⎠ .

As one should evidently always trade toward the frictionless position θ0 rather than away
from it, the positive sign for k2 is the correct one in (3.16). Hence, asymptotically for small
λ, the optimal policy prescribes trading toward the target portfolio at rate

√
σ 2

S,1/(2λ�R),
in line with (1.1).

Observe furthermore that the explicit form of k2 gives λ	 ◦ ξλ = λ1/2	 ◦ ξ 1 =
U ′λ1/2P on ∂TD, so that the terminal condition for u in (3.15) reads as

u = 0, on ∂TD.(3.17)
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3.4. Corrector Equations in the General Multidimensional Case

Let us now state the general multidimensional counterparts of the Corrector Equations
(3.13-3.14, 3.17). To this end, we first introduce the d-dimensional counterpart of the
local quadratic variation cθ0 defined in (3.12):

cθ0 (ζ ) := d〈θ0〉t

dt
(ζ ) = (

Dζ θ0)� σθ0σ�
θ0 Dζ θ0.(3.18)

With this notation, the corrector equations in the general multivariate case read as
follows:

DEFINITION 3.6. (Corrector Equations) For a given point ζ ∈ D, the first corrector
equation for the unknown pair (a(ζ ),	 (ζ, ·)) ∈ R × C2(R) is

{
1
2

∣∣ξ�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − 1

2
Tr

[
cθ0 D2

ξξ	 (·, ξ )
] + (Dξ	 )��−1 Dξ	

4∂xv0
(·, ξ ) + a

}
(ζ ) = 0,(3.19)

together with the normalization 	 (ζ, 0) = 0.
The second corrector equation uses the constant term a(ζ ) from the first corrector,

and is a simple linear equation for the function u : D → R:{−Lθ0
u = a, on D<,

u = 0, on ∂TD.
(3.20)

We say that the pair (u,	 ) is a solution of the corrector equations.

For a single risky asset (d = 1) and a single state variable (m = 1), one readily verifies
that these definitions coincide with the equations derived heuristically in Section 3.3
above.

4. MAIN RESULTS

Our main results are an asymptotic expansion of the value function vλ for small price
impact�t = λ�(·) ∼ 0, and an “almost optimal” trading policy that achieves the optimal
performance at the leading order. To formulate these results, set

ūλ(ζ, ϑ) := v0(ζ ) − vλ(ζ, ϑ)
λ1/2

≥ 0.(4.1)

Then, the leading-order behavior of this difference can be analyzed under our Standing
Assumption 3.3 that the frictional value function is a viscosity solution of the corre-
sponding DPE and the following abstract conditions:19

ASSUMPTION A.

(A1) (Regularity of the frictionless problem) The frictionless value function v0 and
optimal investment strategy θ0 belong to C1,2. Moreover, ∂xv0 ∧ (−∂xxv0) > 0.

19Convenient sufficient conditions for their validity are provided in Section 7, and verified in a specific
setting in Section 8. As in related results for proportional and fixed costs (Soner and Touzi 2013; Altarovici
et al. 2015), these “verification theorems” are based on the availability of classical smooth solutions.
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(A2) (Locally uniform bound) For any (ζo, ϑo) ∈ D × Rd , there exist ro, λo > 0 such
that

sup
{
ūλ(ζ, ϑ) : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ Bro (ζo, ϑo) ∩ (D × Rd ) and λ ∈ (0, λo]

}
< ∞.

(A3) (Comparison) A viscosity solution u of the Second Corrector Equation (3.20) ex-
ists. Moreover, there is a class of functions C which contains u, ū∗(·, θ0(·)) and
ū∗(·, θ0(·)) such that u1 ≥ u2 for all u1, u2 ∈ C with u1 (resp. u2) being a lower-
semicontinuous (resp. upper-semicontinuous) viscosity supersolution (resp. subso-
lution) of the Second Corrector Equation (3.20).20 Here, ū∗, ū∗ denote the following
relaxed semilimits:

ū∗(ζ, ϑ) := lim sup
λ→0,(ζ ′,ϑ ′)→(ζ,ϑ)

ūλ(ζ ′, ϑ ′) ,

ū∗(ζ, ϑ) := lim inf
λ→0,(ζ ′,ϑ ′)→(ζ,ϑ)

ūλ(ζ ′, ϑ ′) ,
(4.2)

for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd , which are well-defined upper- resp. lower-semicontinuous
functions under Assumption (A2).

Assumptions (A1) and (A3) are technical and can be guaranteed by imposing sufficient
regularity conditions on the coefficient functions of the model. The crucial assumption
is (A2), which postulates that the leading-order correction of the value function due to
small price impact λ� is indeed of order O(λ1/2) as λ → 0. This condition needs to be
verified with more specific arguments. See Sections 7 and 8 for a verification theorem
that achieves this for sufficiently regular classical solutions of the dynamic programming
equations.

LEMMA 4.1. Suppose Assumption (A1) is satisfied. Then, the First Corrector Equation
(3.19) is solved by the locally bounded function

a(ζ ) = Tr [cθ0 k2] (ζ )(4.3)

and the map

	 : ξ �−→ ξ�k2(ζ )ξ,

where cθ0 = d〈θ0〉/dt is the local quadratic variation of the frictionless target strategy θ0,
and the positive semidefinite function k2 ∈ C1,2(D; Sd ) is defined as

k2(ζ ) = ∂xv0√
−2∂xv0/∂xxv0

[
�1/2(�−1/2σSσ

�
S �

−1/2)1/2�1/2] (ζ ).

If, in addition, Assumption (A2) holds, then, evaluated along the frictionless optimal strat-
egy θ0, the semilimits ū∗(·, θ0(·)), ū∗(·, θ0(·)) are viscosity sub- and supersolutions, respec-
tively, of the Second Corrector Equation (3.20).

Proof. Under (A1), the first part of the assertion is readily verified by direct computa-
tion. For the second part, first notice that the relaxed semilimits are finite by Assumption

20In particular, u is the unique viscosity solution of (3.20) in the class C.
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(A2) and are upper- resp. lower-semicontinuous by definition. Using Assumptions (A1)
and (A2), we show in Propositions 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 that ζ ∈ D �−→ ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) and
ζ ∈ D �−→ ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) are viscosity sub- resp. supersolutions of the Second Corrector
Equation (3.20) with a defined as in (4.3). �

REMARK 4.2. For later use, observe that the function 	 satisfies, for all ξ ∈ Rd :

(|	 | + |D(t,ζ )	 |)(·, ξ )

1 + |ξ |2 + (|Dξ	 | + |D(t,ζ )(Dξ	 )|)(·, ξ )
1 + |ξ | + |D2

ξξ	 |(·, ξ ) ≤ �, on D,(4.4)

for some continuous function � : D → R.

We now state our main result, which determines the leading-order coefficient of the
value function, under the Assumption (A2) that the first nontrivial term in its expansion
is of order O(λ1/2):

THEOREM 4.3. (Expansion of the Value Function) Suppose Assumptions 3.3 and A are
satisfied. Then, for any initial data (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd :

ūλ(ζ, ϑ) −→ u(ζ ) +	 (
ζ, ϑ − θ0(ζ )

)
,

locally uniformly as λ → 0. That is, the frictional value function vλ(ζ, ϑ) has the expansion

vλ(ζ, ϑ) = v0(ζ ) − λ1/2(u(ζ ) +	 (
ζ, ϑ − θ0(ζ )

) + o(λ1/2).

The lengthy proof of this result is postponed to Section 6.

REMARK 4.4. In view of the explicit formula in Lemma 4.1, the penalty for deviations
of the initial portfolio ϑ from the frictionless target θ0 is given by

λ1/2	
(
ζ, ϑ − θ0(ζ )

) = λ1/2 ∂xv0(ζ )√
2R(ζ )

(ϑ − θ0(ζ ))�
((
�1/2(�−1/2σSσ

�
S �

−1/2
)1/2

(ζ )
)

(ϑ − θ0(ζ )).

Hence, it is negligible at the leading order O(λ1/2) for initial positions ϑ sufficiently close
to the frictionless optimizer θ0(ζ ).

REMARK 4.5. By Lemma 4.1, the term a from the First Corrector Equation (3.19) is
nonnegative. Hence, if the regularity conditions of Karatzas and Shreve (1991, remark
5.7.8) or, more generally of Friedman (1964, chapter I) are satisfied, a smooth classical
solution of the Second Corrector Equation (3.20) exists. It admits the Feynman-Kac
representation

u(ζ ) = E

[∫ T
t a

(
r , St,s,y

r ,Yt,y
r , Xζ,θ

0

r

)
dr
]
,

= E
[∫ T

t

(
∂xv0√

2R
Tr

[
d〈θ0〉r

dr �1/2(�1/2σSσ
�
S �

1/2)1/2�1/2
])

(r , Sζr ,Y
ζ
r , Xζ,θ

0

r )dr
]
.

(4.5)

Here, Xζ,θ
0

denotes the optimal frictionless wealth process and R(ζ ) := −∂xv0(ζ )/
∂xxv0(ζ ) represents the risk tolerance of the frictionless indirect utility function; the
second equality in (4.5) follows from the explicit formula for a in Lemma 4.1.

Conversely, if the frictionless solution and in turn (4.5) are sufficiently regular, then the
probabilistic representation (4.5) provides a solution of the Second Corrector Equation
(3.20). This is exploited in Section 8.
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REMARK 4.6. As is well known, the dual minimizer for the frictionless version
of the problem is typically the density process of a dual martingale measure Q (the
“marginal pricing measure”). It is given by ∂xv0(r , Sr ,Yr , Xr )/∂xv0(t, s, y, x), the normal-
ized wealth-derivative of the corresponding value function, evaluated along the optimal
frictionless wealth process (see, e.g., Section 8 for a simple example; compare Schacher-
mayer (2001) for a general setting). If the initial portfolio equals the frictionless target,
ϑ = θ0(ζ ), Theorem 4.3, (4.5), and a first-order Taylor expansion therefore show that

vλ(t, s, y, x, ϑ) = v0(t, s, y, x − CE(t, s, y, x)) + o(λ1/2),

where

CE(ζ ) = EQ

⎡
⎣λ1/2

∫ T

t

Tr
[

d〈θ0〉r
dr �1/2(�1/2σSσ

�
S �

1/2)1/2�1/2
]

√
2R

(r , Sζr ,Y
ζ
r , Xζ,θ

0

r )dr

⎤
⎦ .

Hence, the certainty equivalent loss CE due to small price impact is given by the above
Q-expectation. This is the amount of initial endowment the investor would give up to
trade without frictions. For a single risky asset, Formula (1.2) from the introduction
obtains.

Under the sufficient Condition B for the abstract Assumption A provided in Section 7,
we can also produce an “almost optimal” policy that achieves the leading-order optimal
performance in Theorem 4.3:

THEOREM 4.7. (Almost Optimal Policy) Suppose Assumptions 3.3 and B are satisfied.
Then, the feedback control

θ̇�(ζ, ϑ) = λ−1/2
(
�−1/2(�−1/2σSσ

�
S �

−1/2)1/2�1/2

(2R)1/2

)
(ζ )(θ0(ζ ) − ϑ), ζ ∈ D, ϑ ∈ Rd ,

is optimal at the leading order O(λ1/2), where R(ζ ) = −∂xv0(ζ )/∂xxv0(ζ ) denotes the risk
tolerance of the frictionless value function v0. For a single risky asset (d = 1), this formula
simplifies to

θ̇�(ζ, ϑ) =
√(

σ 2
S

2λ�R

)
(ζ )(θ0(ζ ) − ϑ),

in accordance with (1.1).

This result is proved in Section 7.

5. INTERPRETATION AND APPLICATION

In this section, we discuss the interpretation of our main results, their connections to
the extant literature on portfolio choice with market frictions, and how they can be
applied to determine utility-based option prices and hedging strategies. For simplicity,
we mostly focus on the case of a single risky asset (d = 1), and refer the interested
reader to Guasoni and Weber (2014) for a detailed discussion of portfolio choice in a
multivariate Black–Scholes model with price impact.
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5.1. Connections to Other Portfolio Choice Models with Price Impact

Let us first place our results in context by comparing them to the most closely related
studies from the extant literature.

Garleanu and Pedersen (2013) consider investors with an infinite horizon and local
mean-variance preferences, who consume trading gains immediately. These investors
trade several risky assets driven by arithmetic Brownian motion with returns following a
stationary Markovian state variable. In this setting, and also for time-varying risk aversion
or volatility, the optimal policy is characterized by the solution of a multidimensional
nonlinear ordinary differential equation (henceforth ODE). The latter can be solved in
closed form if the state variable is of Ornstein–Uhlenbeck-type, risk aversion and volatility
are constant, and price impact is proportional to the assets’ covariance matrix.21

Like Garleanu and Pedersen, Almgren and Li (2011) also focus on local mean-variance
preferences. For a single risky asset following arithmetic Brownian motion, traded with
constant linear price impact, they study the hedging of European options. Explicit formu-
las for the optimal trading rate obtain under the assumption that the option’s “Gamma”
is constant.

Guasoni and Weber (2014, 2017) study a global optimization problem, namely an
investor with constant relative risk aversion who maximizes utility from terminal wealth
over a long horizon. For asset prices following geometric Brownian motions and price
impact inversely proportional to the (representative) investor’s wealth, they characterize
the optimal policy and the corresponding welfare by the solution of an Abel ODE. In
the limit for small trading costs, explicit formulas obtain, which are found to provide an
excellent approximation of the exact solution.

The above studies differ with respect to preferences (local vs. global criteria, constant
absolute vs. constant relative risk aversion), asset dynamics (arithmetic vs. geometric
Brownian motions), price impacts (proportional to number of shares vs. proportional to
amount of wealth traded), and time horizons (infinite vs. finite). For small price impact
parameters, the broad conclusions nevertheless are the same in each model. Indeed,
consider a single risky asset for simplicity.22 Then, for small trading costs, the trading
rate—interpreted appropriately in each model—is linear in i) the displacement from the
frictionless target position and ii) a constant determined by the constant market, cost,
and preference parameters.

The present study extends and unifies these results. Our optimal policy in Theorem 4.7
shows that—asymptotically—this structure indeed applies universally, even for general
Markovian dynamics of asset prices, factors, and costs, as well as for arbitrary preferences
over terminal wealth. In each case, the optimal trading rate (in numbers of shares traded)
is given by

θ̇�t =
√

(σ S
t )2

2�t Rt

(
θt − θ�t

)
.(5.1)

If the driving Brownian motion is arithmetic, the asset’s local variance (σ S
t )2 is constant,

so that a constant trading rate obtains for a constant price impact � proportional to
the number of shares traded, and constant risk tolerance R, in line with the results

21More generally, explicit solutions in a class of policies linear in the state variable are studied by
Collin-Dufresne et al. (2012).

22The discussion for several risky assets is analogous, but the formulas are more involved and harder to
interpret.
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of Garleanu and Pedersen (2013) as well as Almgren and Li (2011). If the driving
Brownian motion is geometric, as in Guasoni and Weber (2014, 2017), then (σ S

t )2 = σ 2S2
t

is proportional to the squared asset price. Hence, a constant trading rate (in terms of
relative wealth turnover θ̇�t St/Xθ

�

t ) obtains if risk tolerance Rt is proportional to current
wealth Xθ

�

t (i.e., if relative risk aversion is constant), and price impact is proportional
to the square of the current stock price and inversely proportional to current wealth,
�t = λS2

t /Xθ
�

t as in Guasoni and Weber (2014, 2017).
For more general preferences as well as price and cost dynamics, the same policy

remains optimal if variance, risk tolerance, and impact costs are updated dynamically.
These inputs are all “myopic,” in the sense that they are determined by the frictionless
problem and the current state of the model. In particular, the same leading-order correc-
tions obtain for local preferences (as in Garleanu and Pedersen 2013; Almgren and Li
2011) and for global maximization problems (like in Guasoni and Weber 2014, 2017 and
the present study). This parallels the situation for proportional transaction costs, where
local and global preferences also lead to the same leading-order corrections for small
costs (Soner and Touzi 2013; Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe 2013; Martin 2012; Kallsen and
Li 2013).

5.2. Connections to the Optimal Execution Literature

The optimal trading rate (5.1) can also be connected to the optimal execution literature,
which studies how to split up a single, exogenously given order efficiently.

Indeed, the key parameter—the square root of variance, times risk aversion, divided
by two times the trading cost—also plays a pivotal role in the analysis of Almgren and
Chriss (2001) as well as Schied and Schöneborn (2009). This can be related to the present
model for dynamic portfolio choice as follows. Suppose that the investor currently holds
a position θ�t . In the absence of frictions (λ = 0), she would immediately trade toward
the optimal frictionless allocation θ0

t . With price impact (λ > 0), she instead trades
toward the latter at the finite absolutely continuous rate θ̇�t from (5.1). Locally, the latter
corresponds to the optimal initial execution rate for the order θ�t − θ0

t determined by
Almgren and Chriss (2001) as well as Schied and Schöneborn (2009).23 The same remains
true in a multidimensional setting, where optimal execution has been studied by Schied
et al. (2010) as well as Schöneborn (2011).

On each infinitesimally short time interval, the dynamic portfolio choice policy there-
fore corresponds to the Almgren–Chriss execution path toward the frictionless target
position. That is, for small price impacts, the local trade scheduling is the same, with
market, price impact, and preference parameters updated dynamically over time. The
key difference is that there is not a single buy or sell order to be executed here; instead
one tracks a moving target that evolves dynamically over time.

5.3. Application to Utility-Based Option Pricing and Hedging

Suppose that the investor under consideration has constant absolute risk aversion
η > 0, i.e., an exponential utility function U(x) = −e−ηx. Then, it is well known that a
random endowment H at the terminal time T can be absorbed by a change of measure.

23Almgren and Chriss (2001) consider mean-variance preferences, whereas Schied and Schöneborn (2009)
extend their analysis to general von Neumann-Morgenstern utilities.
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To wit, defining

dPH

dP
= e−ηH

E[e−ηH]
,

the investor’s problem is then equivalent to the pure investment problem without random
endowment under the equivalent probability PH. If the change of measure leaves the
structure of the model intact, random endowments can therefore be dealt with without
additional difficulties.

In the present setting, suppose the investor has sold a European option with payoff
h(ST) at time T for a premium p. Then, H = p − h(ST), so that the change of measure
is governed by the Radon–Nikodym derivative dPH/dP = eηh(ST )/E[eηh(ST )]. Given suf-
ficient regularity, the Markov property implies that the corresponding density process
ZH

t = E[ dPH

dP
|Ft] is given by a function f (t, St,Yt) of time, the underlying, and the state

variable, which can be determined from Itô’s formula and the martingale property of
ZH. The model dynamics under PH can in turn be computed with Girsanov’s theorem
by adjusting the drift rates of prices and state variables accordingly. If f and its deriva-
tives are sufficiently regular to satisfy Condition B also under PH, then our main results,
Theorems 4.3 and 4.7, still apply. In particular, this shows that the trading rate of
Theorem 4.7 is universal, in that it applies both for pure investment problems (as
in Garleanu and Pedersen 2013; Guasoni and Weber 2014, 2017), and option hedg-
ing (as in Almgren and Li 2011). The only change is the frictionless target strategy. The
expansion of the value function from Theorem 4.3 in turn enables us to compute first-
order approximations of utility-indifference prices à là Hodges and Neuberger (1989) as
well as Davis et al. (1993).24

5.4. Connections to Models with Proportional and Fixed Transaction Costs

In the above sections, we have argued that the trading rate (5.1) is ubiquitous in all
kinds of optimization problems with small linear price impact. Now, we want to compare
this policy to its counterparts for other market frictions, namely proportional and fixed
transaction costs.

At first glance, the respective policies are radically different. With linear price impact,
one always trades toward the frictionless target at a finite, absolutely continuous rate.
In contrast, proportional and fixed transaction costs both lead to a “no-trade region”
around the frictionless optimizer. In this region, investors remain inactive, and only trade
once its boundaries are breached. This different “fine structure” is a consequence of the
different penalizations of trades of various sizes: the quadratic trading costs induced
by linear price impact are low for small trades, so that it is optimal to trade at all
times. Conversely, they are prohibitively high for large orders, so that bulk trades (as
for fixed costs) or “local-time-type” reflection (like for proportional costs) cannot be
implemented, and the displacement from the frictionless target cannot be kept uniformly
small. Compared to quadratic costs, proportional trading costs punish small trades more
severely, leading to a no-trade region. However, as larger trades are penalized less, the
position can always be kept inside this region by reflection at the boundaries (“pushing

24For proportional transaction costs, a number of corresponding results have been obtained, formally
(Whalley and Wilmott 1997; Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe 2015) and rigorously (Bichuch 2014; Bouchard et al.
2013; Possamai and Royer 2014).
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at an infinite rate”). With fixed costs, all trades are penalized alike. Whence, infinitely
many small trades become infeasible and positions are immediately rebalanced to the
frictionless target once the boundaries of the no-trade region are breached.

Despite these fundamental differences, all three market frictions nevertheless induce
a surprisingly similar “coarse structure” as we now argue informally.25 Indeed, with
proportional transaction costs �t, investors always keep their actual position in a no-
trade region around the frictionless target, whose halfwidth can be determined explicitly
for small costs (Martin 2012; Soner and Touzi 2013; Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe 2013,
2015; Kallsen and Li 2013). In the interior of this region, the investor’s portfolio evolves
uncontrolled, with instantaneous reflection at the boundaries. At the leading order, the
distribution of such diffusion processes can be approximated by the uniform stationary
law for reflected Brownian motion (Rogers 2004; Janeček and Shreve 2004; Goodman
and Ostrov 2010; Kallsen and Muhle-Karbe 2013, 2015; Kallsen and Li 2013). Hence,
the average squared deviation of the actual position from the frictionless target is given
by one-third of the halfwidth of the corresponding no-trade region:

1
3
√

12

(
Rt�t

(σ S
t )2

)2/3 (
σ θ

0

t

)4/3
,

where σ θ
0

t =
√

d〈θ0〉t/dt is the volatility of the frictionless optimizer θ0.
For fixed transaction costs, the portfolio again moves uncontrolled inside a no-trade

region, but is rebalanced directly to the frictionless target position once its boundaries
are breached. At the leading order, this leads to a deviation with probability density
given by a “hat function,” which arises as the stationary law for Brownian motion killed
and restarted at the origin upon hitting the boundaries of a symmetric interval. As a
result, the variance of the corresponding deviation from the frictionless optimizer equals
one-sixth of the halfwidth of the respective no-trade region:

1√
3

(
Rt�t

(σ S
t )2

)1/2

σ θ
0

t .

Up to the change of powers and a constant, the optimal policy is therefore determined
by the same quantities in each case.

The optimal trading rate (1.1) with linear price impact leads to a deviation �t =
θ�t − θ0

t following a mean-reverting diffusion process:

d�t = −
√

(σ S
t )2

2�t Rt
�tdt + dθ0

t .

For small price impact (� ∼ 0) this is locally an Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process (globally,
if the frictionless target strategy follows Brownian motion and the mean-reversion speed
is constant), with Gaussian stationary law and leading-order variance

√
2
(

Rt�t

(σ S
t )2

)1/2

(σ θ
0

t )2.

Again, the specific friction contributes the respective powers and a universal constant. In
contrast, the input parameters and the corresponding comparative statics are universal:

25These arguments could be made rigorous similarly as in Kallsen and Li (2013).
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the effect of a small friction is large if market risk is high compared to the investor’s risk
tolerance, if trading costs are substantial, or if the frictionless target strategy prescribes
a lot of rebalancing.

In summary, even though different trading costs lead to fundamentally different opti-
mal policies on a “microscopic” level, the “macroscopic” picture turns out to be surpris-
ingly robust.

6. PROOF OF THEOREM 4.3

This section contains the proof of our first main result, the asymptotic expansion of the
value function vλ for small price impacts λ�(·) ∼ 0 from Theorem 4.3. Throughout, we
write26

λ = ε4 and �(ζ ) = E(ζ )4,

to avoid the use of fractional powers. With a slight abuse of notation, we also index all
quantities associated to the problem with price impact by ε. For example, we write vε for
the frictional value function vλ, denote the corresponding optimal portfolio θ� by θε,
etc.

The strategy for the proof of Theorem 4.3 is as follows: Lemma 4.1 together with the
results of Section 6.3 (see Propositions 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5) and Assumption (A3) yield

ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) ≥ u(ζ ) ≥ ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )), forall ζ ∈ D.

On the other hand, we show in Proposition 6.6 (the functions u∗ and u∗ therein are
defined in Section 6.2) that, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd :

ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) ≤ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) −	 ◦ ξξ1(ζ, ϑ) ≤ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) −	 ◦ ξξ1(ζ, ϑ) ≤ ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )).

Together, these two estimates prove Theorem 4.3.

6.1. Remainder Estimate

The first—and the most tedious—step is to estimate the remainders of the expansion
in Theorem 4.3. This parallels Soner and Touzi (2013, remark 3.4, section 4.2); see also
Bouchard, Moreau, and Soner (2013, lemma 4.4).

LEMMA 6.1. Suppose Assumption (A1) is satisfied, and recall ξ ε(ζ, ϑ) = (ϑ − θ0(ζ ))/ε.
Fix ε > 0, two C1,2(D × Rd )-functions φ and w, and define

ψε : (ζ, ϑ) �−→ v0(ζ ) − ε2φ(ζ, ϑ) − ε4w ε(ζ, ϑ), with w ε(ζ, ϑ) := w◦ ξ ε(ζ, ϑ) = w(ζ, ξ ε(ζ, ϑ)).

Set Dι
ε := {∂xψ

ε > 0} ∩ {ε2∂x(φ + ε2w ε)/∂xv0 ≤ ι} for some ι < 1. Then:

Lϑψε = ε2

(
1
2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − Lθ0
φ − 1

2
Tr

[
cθ0 D2

ξξw
] + Rε

L

)
,

Hεψε = ε2

(
(Dξw ◦ ξ ε)

� E−4 Dξw ◦ ξξε
4∂xv0

+ Rε
H

)
+ L̂εφ, on D ι

ε,

26Here, E is the unique symmetric, positive definite matrix for which this representation holds true.
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with

L̂εφ := (Dϑφ)� E−4(Dϑφ + 2εDξw◦ ξ ε)
4∂xv0

+ ε2∂xφ

4(∂xv0)2
(Dϑφ)� E−4 Dϑφ,(6.1)

θ0 defined as in (3.5), and where Rε
L and Rε

H are continuous maps defined on Dι
ε such that:

(Ri) For each bounded set B ⊂ D× Rd × Rd , there exists εB > 0 such that

{
ε−1 (∣∣Rε

L
∣∣ + ∣∣Rε

H
∣∣) (ζ, ϑ) : (ζ, ϑ, ξ ε(ζ, ϑ)) ∈ B, ε ∈ (0, εB]

}

is bounded;
(Rii) Let B ⊂ D be a bounded set. Assume that φ ∈ C∞

b (B × Rd ) and that w satisfies (4.4).
Then, there exist εB > 0 and CB > 0 such that

∣∣Rε
L(ζ, ϑ)

∣∣ + ∣∣Rε
H(ζ, ϑ)

∣∣ ≤ CB
(
1 + ε |ξξε| + ε2 |ξξε|2

)
,

for all ε ∈ (0, εB] and (ζ, ϑ) ∈ B × Rd .

Proof. For the sake of clarity, write

μ̄0
ϑ :=

⎛
⎝ 0

0
ϑ�μS

⎞
⎠ and σ̄ 0

ϑ :=
⎛
⎝ 0

0
ϑ�σS

⎞
⎠ ,

for any ϑ ∈ Rd . We work on Dι
ε and omit the corresponding arguments for brevity.

Step 1: expand the linear operator. First, use ϑ = θ0 + εξ ε, obtaining

Lϑv0 = Lθ0
v0 + μ̄0

εξε
Dζ v0 + Tr

[
σθ0

(
σ̄ 0
εξε

)�
D2
ζ v

0

]
+ 1

2
ε2
∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0

= Lθ0
v0 + (εξ ε)

�
(
μS∂xv0 + σSσ̄

�
0 D(s,y)

(
∂xv0

)
+ σSσ

�
S θ

0∂xxv0
)

+ 1
2
ε2
∣∣ξξ�

ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0

= 1
2
ε2
∣∣ξξ�

ε σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0,

by the frictionless DPE (3.3) and the first-order condition (3.5) for the frictionless
optimizer θ0, which hold due to Assumption (A1). The same calculation also yields
Lϑ (ε2φ) = ε2Lθ0

φ + ε2Rε
1, with

Rε
1 := (εξ ε)

� (
μS∂xφ + σSσ̄

�
0 D(s,y)(∂xφ) + σSσ

�
S θ

0∂xxφ
) + 1

2
ε2
∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxφ.

Now, observe ξ ε = ξ 1/ε so that, by definition of ξ 1 and w ε:

Dζw ε = Dζw − 1
ε

Dζ θ
0 Dξw,

D2
ζ ζw

ε = 1
ε2 Dζ θ

0 D2
ξξw D�

ζ θ
0 − 1

ε

(
Dζ θ

0 D�
ζ (Dξw) + Dζ (Dξw)D�

ζ θ
0 + D2

ζ ζ θ
0 D�

ξ w
) + D2

ζ ζw .

As a result (recall (3.18)):

Lϑ (ε4w ε) = ε2 1
2

Tr
[
D�
ζ θ

0σθ0σ�
θ0 Dζ θ

0 D2
ξξw

] + ε2Rε
2,(6.2)
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with

Rε
2 := ε2∂tw ε + ε2μθ0+εξ ε · Dζw ε + ε2 1

2
Tr

[
σθ0+εξ ε σ

�
θ0+εξ ε D2

ζ ζw ε − 1
ε2

D�
ζ θ

0σθ0σ�
θ0 Dζ θ0 D2

ξξw
]

= ε2∂tw − εDtθ
0 · Dξw + ε2μθ0+εξ ε · Dζw − εμθ0+εξξε · Dζ θ0 Dξw

+ 1
2

Tr
[(
σθ0 σ̄ 0�

εξ ε
+ σ̄ 0�

εξξε
σ�
θ0 + σ̄ 0

εξξε
σ̄ 0�
εξξε

)
Dζ θ0 D2

ξξw D�
ζ θ

0
]

− Tr
[
σθ0+εξξε σ

�
θ0+εξξε

(
ε
(
Dζ θ0 D�

ζ (Dξw) + Dζ (Dξw)D�
ζ θ

0 + D2
ζ ζ θ

0 D�
ξ w

) − ε2 D2
ζ ζw

)]
.

The asserted estimates for Rε
L := Rε

1 + Rε
2 now follow from Assumption (A1), (4.4), and

the continuity of the coefficients of the SDEs (2.1), (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5).
Step 2: expand the nonlinear operator. First, observe that ∂xψ

ε > 0 on Dι
ε; whence

(recall Remark 3.4):

Hεψε = (Dϑψε)�E−4 Dϑψε

4ε4∂xv0
× 1

1 − ε2∂x(φ + ε2w ε)/∂xv0
.

A first-order expansion of the right-hand side in turn gives

Hεψε = (Dϑψε)�E−4 Dϑψε

4ε4∂xv0

(
1 + ε2 ∂xφ

∂xv0

)
+ ε2Rε

3,

with

∣∣Rε
3

∣∣ ≤ (Dϑψε)�E−4 Dϑψε

4ε6∂xv0
×
(
ε4 ∂xw ε

∂xv0
+ 2

(1 − ι)3
× ε4

∣∣∂x(φ + ε2w ε)
∣∣2

(∂xv0)2

)

= (Dϑφ + ε2 Dξw)� E−4(Dϑφ + ε2 Dξw)
4∂xv0

×
(
ε2∂xw − ε∂xθ

0 · Dξw
∂xv0

+ 2ε2
∣∣∂xφ − ε∂xθ

0 · Dξw + ε2∂xw
∣∣2

(1 − ι)3(∂xv0)2

)
,

where we have used for the first estimate that we are working on Dι
ε. Thus, we compute

Hεψε = ε2(Dξw)�E−4 Dξw + (Dϑφ)�E−4(Dϑφ + 2εDξw)
4∂xv0

+ ε2∂xφ

4(∂xv0)2
(Dϑφ)�E−4 Dϑφ + ε2(Rε

3 + Rε
4),

with

Rε
4 := 2ε∂xφ(Dϑφ)�E−4 Dξw + ε2(Dξw)� E−4 Dξw

4(∂xv0)2
.

Again, the asserted estimates for Rε
H := Rε

3 + Rε
4 now follow from the continuity of the

involved functions, Assumption (A1), and (4.4). Together with Step 1, this completes the
proof. �
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6.2. The Adjusted Relaxed Semi-Limits u∗, u∗

Unlike for models with proportional (Soner and Touzi 2013; Possamai et al. 2013;
Bouchard et al. 2013) or fixed transaction costs (Altarovici et al. 2015), the relaxed
semilimits of ūε = (v0 − vε)/ε2 do depend on the number of shares in the investor’s
portfolio for the present price impact model. As a result, the crucial simplification offered
by homogenization apparently breaks down: the number of variables in the first-order
correction term is the same as in the original frictional value function, rather than being
reduced to the variables of its frictionless counterpart as in Soner and Touzi (2013);
Possamai et al. (2013); Bouchard et al. (2013); Altarovici et al. (2015).

However—crucially—the heuristic arguments from Section 3.3 suggest that ūε only
depends on the initial number of risky shares ϑ through the quadratic function 	
determined by the first corrector equation. For intermediate times, this follows from
the expansion of the frictional DPE, at the terminal time this is a consequence of the
definition of the liquidation penalty in (2.6). In fact, the latter is chosen precisely so that
a simple quadratic function does the job here, see Remark 2.4.

After subtracting this penalty term, the remaining first-order correction becomes
independent of the current portfolio like for proportional and fixed costs.

To proceed, define for all ε > 0 the map uε : D × Rd → R by

uε := ūε − ε2	 ◦ ξ ε,(6.3)

where the normalized deviation ξ ε(ζ, ϑ) = (ϑ − θ0(ζ ))/ε from the frictionless target θ0 is
defined as in (3.11) and	 (ξ ) is the solution of the first corrector equation constructed in
Lemma 4.1. In analogy with (4.2), the corresponding relaxed semilimits are then defined
as

u∗(ζ, ϑ) := lim sup
ε→0,(ζ ′,ϑ ′)→(ζ,ϑ)

uε(ζ ′, ϑ ′), u∗(ζ, ϑ) := lim inf
ε→0,(ζ ′,ϑ ′)→(ζ,ϑ)

uε(ζ ′, ϑ ′).

Evidently, the families {ūε : ε > 0} and {uε : ε > 0} do not have the same relaxed semilim-
its. Indeed, ū∗ and ū∗ are not independent of the ϑ-variable, as is immediately apparent
for t = T. In contrast, we shall see that u∗ and u∗ do not depend on the ϑ-variable
(this is again evident for t = T). This will be verified a posteriori, contrary to Soner and
Touzi (2013), where this can be checked a priori for the relaxed semilimits ū∗ and ū∗, and
is crucially used to establish the main result.

Define, for all ε > 0 and (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd ,

uε∗(ζ, ϑ) := v0(ζ ) − vε∗(ζ, ϑ)
ε2

and uε∗(ζ, ϑ) := v0(ζ ) − vε∗(ζ, ϑ)
ε2

,

where vε∗ and vε∗ denote the upper and lower semicontinuous envelopes of vε, respectively,
and observe that

u∗(ζ, ϑ) = lim sup
ε→0,(ζ ′,ϑ ′)→(ζ,ϑ)

uε∗(ζ ′, ϑ ′), u∗(ζ, ϑ) = lim inf
ε→0,(ζ ′,ϑ ′)→(ζ,ϑ)

uε∗(ζ ′, ϑ ′).(6.4)

The following is a simple consequence of Assumptions (A2), (A1), as well as
Lemma 4.1:
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LEMMA 6.2. Suppose Assumptions (A2) and (A1) are satisfied. Then, for all (ζo, ϑo) ∈
D × Rd , there are ro, εo > 0 such that

−∞ < uε∗ ≤ uε∗ < +∞, on Bro (ζo, ϑo) ∩ D, for all ε ∈ (0, εo].

In particular, the relaxed semilimits u∗ and u∗ are locally bounded.

6.3. PDE Characterization Along the Frictionless Optimizer

In this section, we show that ζ ∈ D �−→ u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) = ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) and ζ ∈ D �−→
u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) = ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) are viscosity sub- and supersolutions, respectively, of the Sec-
ond Corrector Equation (3.20), where (a,	 ) is the solution of the First Corrector
Equation (3.19) constructed in Lemma 4.1.

6.3.1. Viscosity subsolution property.

PROPOSITION 6.3. Suppose Assumptions 3.3 and A are satisfied. Then, ζ ∈ D �−→
u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) = ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) is a viscosity subsolution of the Second Corrector Equation
(3.20) on D<.

Proof. Consider ζo ∈ D< and ϕ ∈ C1,2(D<) such that

max
ζ∈D<

(strict)(u∗(ζ, θo(ζ )) − ϕ(ζ )) = u∗(ζo, ϑo) − ϕ(ζo) = 0,(6.5)

where ϑo := θ0(ζo). We have to show that −Lθ0
ϕ(ζo) ≤ a(ζo).

Step 1: provide a localizing sequence.
By (6.4) and continuity of ϕ, there exist (ζ ε, ϑε)ε>0 ⊂ D< × Rd such that

(ζ ε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

(ζo, ϑo) , uε∗(ζ ε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

u∗(ζo, ϑo), and pε −→
ε→0

0,(6.6)

where

pε := uε∗(ζ ε, ϑε) − ϕ(ζ ε).(6.7)

Now, on the one hand, Lemma 6.2 guarantees the existence of ro, ε0 > 0 such that, with
Bo := Bro (ζo) × Bro (ϑo),27 we have b∗ := sup {uε∗(ζ, ϑ) , (ζ, ϑ) ∈ Bo , ε ∈ (0, ε0]} < ∞.
On the other hand, by Assumption (A1), there exists α ∈ (0, ro] for which

θ0 ∈ B̄ro
4

(ϑo), on B̄α(ζo),(6.8)

and, for some ι > 0:

2/ι > −∂xxv0 ∧ ∂xv0 > ι, on B̄α(ζo).(6.9)

Now, choose d > 0 such that:∣∣ζ − ζ ′∣∣4 ≥ d, for all (ζ, ζ ′) ∈ (
B̄α(ζo)\Bα/2(ζo)

) × B̄α/4(ζo).

27Here and in the following viscosity proofs, we always choose ro sufficiently small to guarantee that the
respective neighborhoods are contained in D< resp. D.
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By continuity of ϕ, we have sup
{
2 + b∗ − ϕ(ζ ) ; ζ ∈ B̄α(ζo)

} =: M< +∞, and we in
turn define the constant co := M/(d ∧ ( ro

4 )4) . In view of (6.6), Assumption (A1), as well
as Lemma 4.1, and reducing εo > 0 if necessary, we obtain:

|ζ ε − ζo| ∨ |ϑε − ϑo| ≤ α
4 ,

∣∣ϑε − θ0(ζ ε)
∣∣4 ≤ 1/3co,

|pε| ≤ 1, and	 ◦ ξξ1(ζ ε, ϑε) ≤ 1/3, for all ε ∈ (0, εo].
(6.10)

Then, with Bα := Bα(ζo) × Bro (ϑo), observe that we still have

uε∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ b∗, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ B̄α and ε ∈ (0, εo].

Step 2: construct a test function for vε∗ and a sequence of local interior minimizers. For
each ε ∈ (0, 1), define

φε : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd �−→ co

(
|ζ − ζ ε|4 + ∣∣ϑ − θ0(ζ )

∣∣4)
and introduce the following subset of B̄α:

Bo,α := B̄α/2(ζo) × B̄r0/2(ϑo).

Recalling (6.8), (6.10), and the choice of co, it follows that

φε(ζ, ϑ) ≥ 2 + b∗ − ϕ(ζ ), for all ε ≤ εo and (ζ, ϑ) ∈ B̄α\Bo,α.(6.11)

On the other hand, the last estimate in the first line of (6.10) gives:

φε(ζ ε, ϑε) ≤ 1/3.(6.12)

We now define, for all ε, η ∈ (0, 1], the function

ψε,η := v0 − ε2 (pε + ϕ + φε) − ε4(1 + η)	 ◦ ξ ε,

and show that vε∗ − ψε,η (or equivalently Iε,η := (vε∗ − ψε,η)/ε2) admits an interior local
minimizer. By definition of uε in (6.3),

Iε,η = −uε∗ + (pε + ϕ + φε) + η	 ◦ ξ 1.

Combining the definition of pε with (6.12) and the last term in (6.10), we first notice
that, for all (ε, η) ∈ (0, εo] × (0, 1]:

inf
B̄α

Iε,η ≤ inf
Bo,α

Iε,η ≤ Iε,η(ζ ε, ϑε) ≤ 2/3.

On the other hand, because	 ≥ 0 by Lemma 4.1, it follows from (6.10) and (6.11) that

Iε,η(ζ, ϑ) ≥ 1, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ B̄α\Bo,α and ε ∈ (0, εo].

Hence, by lower-semicontinuity of Iε,η and compactness of Bo,α, there exists a minimizer
(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) ∈ B̄o,α ⊂ B̄α. (The latter also depends on η, but we do not explicitly note this
dependence as it is of no importance here.) This minimizer satisfies, for all ε ∈ (0, εo] and
η ∈ (0, 1):

Iε,η
(
ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε

) ≤ 0 and
∣∣εξ ε(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε)∣∣ ∨ ∣∣ζ̃ ε − ζo

∣∣ ≤ r1,(6.13)

for some constant r1 > 0, where we recall that εξ ε(ζ̃
ε, ϑ̃ε) = ϑ̃ε − θ0(ζ̃ ε).
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Step 3: show that for each η ∈ (0, 1], there is Cη > 0 such that |ξ ε(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε)| ≤ Cη, ∀ε ∈
(0, εo]. As (ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) are interior local minimizers of vε∗ − ψε,η by Step 2, the viscosity
supersolution property of vε for (3.6) yields

−
(
Lϑ̃ε + Hε

)
ψε,η

(
ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε

) ≥ 0.(6.14)

Observe from (6.9) and (6.13) that, after possibly reducing εo > 0, we have ∂xψ
ε,η > 0

and ε2∂x(φ + ε2w ε) ≤ ι∂xv0, for ε ∈ (0, εo]. Hence, the requirements of (Ri) in Lemma
6.1 are satisfied so that, for all ε ∈ (0, εo]:

Lϑ̃εψε,η(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) = ε2
(

1
2

∣∣ξξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − Lθ0
φ̄ε − 1

2
(1 + η)Tr

[
cθ0 D2

ξξ	
])

(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε)

+ ε2Rε
L(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε),Hεψε,η(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε)

Hεψε,η(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) = ε2

(
(1 + η)2(Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε)

�E−4 Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε

4∂xv0
+ L̂εφ̄ε

ε2

)
(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) + ε2Rε

H.

(6.15)

Here (recall (6.7)),

φ̄ε := pε + ϕ + φε(6.16)

and Rε := Rε
L + Rε

H, which satisfies

|Rε| (ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) ≤ c1, for all ε ∈ (0, εo],(6.17)

for some constant c1 > 0. Now, rewrite Lϑ̃εψε,η above using that 	 is a solution of the
First Corrector Equation (3.19). For all ε ∈ (0, εo], Estimate (6.14) then leads to:

{
η

2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 + Lθ0
φ̄ε + (1 + η)a − Rε + (1 + η)(Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε)

� E−4 Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε

4∂xv0

− (1 + η)2(Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε)
� E−4 Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε

4∂xv0
− L̂εφ̄ε

ε2

}
(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ ε) ≥ 0.

(6.18)

Observe that, as E is positive-definite and η ≥ 0:

[1 + η − (1 + η)2](Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε)
� E−4 Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε

4∂xv0
≤ 0.

We prove in Step 4 below that there is a constant c2 > 0 such that, for ε ∈ (0, εo]:

− L̂εφ̄ε
ε2

(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ ε) ≤ c2.(6.19)

Combining this with (6.18), (6.9), (6.17), and the Ellipticity Condition (2.3) gives

c1 + c2 +
{

(1 + η)a + Lθ0
φ̄ε
}

(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ ε) ≥ (ιηγo/2)
∣∣ξ ε∣∣2 (ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ ε), for all ε ∈ (0, εo],

for some γo > 0. The assertion of Step 3 now follows by taking into account the continuity
of a and Lθ0

φ̄ε as well as (6.10) and (6.13).
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Step 4: prove (6.19). Recall the definition of L̂ε in (6.1); as E and k2 are positive-definite,
it follows that

− L̂εφ̄ε
ε2

≤ − (1 + η)(Dϑ φ̄ε)�E−4(Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε)
2ε∂xv0

− ∂xφ̄
ε

4(∂xv0)2
(Dϑ φ̄ε)�E−4 Dϑ φ̄ε

≤ − (1 + η)4co|ξ 1|2ξ�
1 E−4k2ξ 1

ε2∂xv0
− ∂xφ̄

ε

4(∂xv0)2
(Dϑ φ̄ε)�E−4 Dϑ φ̄ε

≤ − ∂xφ̄
ε

4(∂xv0)2
(Dϑ φ̄ε)�E−4 Dϑ φ̄ε,

where the second inequality follows from direct computations based on the definition of
φ̄ε in (6.16) and the construction of 	 in Lemma 4.1. By construction of φ̄ε, as well as
(6.13) and (6.9), this yields the desired upper bound c2 at (ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε).

Step 5: conclude the proof of the proposition. By the previous step, (ζ̃ ε, ξ ε(ζ̃
ε, ϑ̃ε))ε∈(0,ε̄η ]

is uniformly bounded. Hence, there is (ζ̄ , ξ̄ ) such that, possibly along a subsequence,
(ζ̃ ε, ξ ε(ζ̃

ε, ϑ̃ε)) → (ζ̄ , ξ̄ ) as ε → 0. Moreover, by (6.5), classical arguments in the theory
of viscosity solutions give ζ̄ = ζo, see, e.g., Crandall, Ishii, and Lions (1992). (Observe
that ξ̄ depends on η, but we shall see below that this dependence is harmless.) By (6.14),

lim
ε→0

− 1
ε2

(
Lϑ̃ε + Hε

)
ψε,η

(
ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε

) ≥ 0.

Using (6.15), we further deduce that

lim
ε→0

(
−1

2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 + Lθ0
ϕ + Lθ0

φε + 1 + η
2

Tr
[
cθ0 D2

ξξ	 ◦ ξ ε
]

− (1 + η)2(Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε)
�E−4 Dξ	 ◦ ξ ε

4∂xv0
+ Rε − L̂εφε

ε2

) (
ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε

) ≥ 0,

where, by (Ri) in Lemma 6.1: Rε(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) → 0, as ε → 0. By definition of φε and
Step 3, (Lθ0

φε − L̂εφε
ε2 )(ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) → 0 as ε → 0. Hence, also taking into account that 	

is a solution of the First Corrector Equation (3.19):

(
Lθ0
ϕ + η

2
Tr

[
cθ0 D2

ξξ	 (·, ξ̄ )
] − (2η + η2)(Dξ	 ◦ (·, ξ̄ ))� E−4 Dξ	 (·, ξ̄ )

4∂xv
+ a

)
(ζo) ≥ 0.(6.20)

Now, note that

(2η + η2)(Dξ	 ◦ (ζo, ξ̄ ))� E−4 Dξ	 (·, ξ̄ )
4∂xv(ζo)

≥ 0

due to (6.9). Together with (6.20), this shows

(
Lθ0
ϕ + η

2
Tr

[
cθ0 D2

ξξ	 (·, ξ̄ )
] + a

)
(ζo) ≥ 0.

Finally, note that η

2 Tr[cθ0 D2
ξξ	 (ζo, ξ̄ )] = ηTr[cθ0 k2(ζo)] does not depend on ξ̄ . We now send

η to zero to arrive at −Lθ0
ϕ(ζo) ≤ a(ζo). This completes the proof. �
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6.3.2. Viscosity supersolution property.

PROPOSITION 6.4. Suppose Assumptions 3.3 and A are satisfied. Then, ζ ∈ D �−→ u∗(ζ,
θ0(ζ )) = ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) is a viscosity supersolution of the Second Corrector Equation (3.20)
on D<.

Proof. Consider ζo ∈ D< and ϕ ∈ C1,2(D<) such that

min
ζ∈D<

(strict)(u∗(ζ, θo(ζ )) − ϕ(ζ )) = u∗(ζo, ϑo) − ϕ(ζo) = 0,(6.21)

where ϑo := θ0(ζo). We have to show −Lθ0
ϕ(ζo) ≥ a(ζo). By (6.4) and continuity of ϕ,

there exist (ζ ε, ϑε)ε>0 ⊂ D< × Rd such that

(ζ ε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

(ζo, ϑo), uε∗(ζ ε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

u∗(ζo, ϑo), and pε −→
ε→0

0,

where pε := uε∗(ζ ε, ϑε) − ϕ(ζ ε). By Assumption (A1) and Lemma 4.1, there are ro > 0
and εo ∈ (0, 1] satisfying

|ζ ε − ζo| ≤ ro

2
, |pε| ≤ 1, and 	 ◦ ξ 1(ζ ε, ϑε) ≤ 1/3, for all ε ≤ ε0.(6.22)

Moreover, Assumption (A1) ensures the existence of ι > 0 such that

2/ι > −∂xxv0 ∧ ∂xv0 > 2ι, on B̄ro (ζo).(6.23)

Step 1: for each ε ∈ (0, ε̄], provide a penalization function φε, in order to construct a
convenient test function for vε in Steps 2 and 3. Also provide a constant ξ ∗, independent of
ε, that will be used in Steps 5 and 6.

As ϕ is smooth, there exists a constant M< ∞ such that

sup
{
ϕ(ζ ) ; ζ ∈ B̄ro (ζo)

} ≤ M − 4.(6.24)

In view of (6.22), there is a finite d > 0 so that |ζ − ζ ε|4 ≥ d for all ζ ∈ ∂Bro (∂o), and we
choose co > 0 such that cod ≥ M. With this notation, define

φε(ζ ) := ϕ(ζ ) + pε − co|ζ − ζ ε|4,

and observe from (6.22), (6.24), and the choice of co that

φε(ζ ) ≤ −3, for all ζ ∈ ∂Bro (ζo) and ε ∈ (0, εo].(6.25)

Recall the definition of pε and the last term in (6.22), and observe for later use that

− ūε∗(ζ ε, ϑε) + φε(ζ ε) ≥ −1/3, for all ε ∈ (0, εo].(6.26)

Now, on the one hand, combining (6.23) with the positive-definiteness of k2 E−4k2 yields
the existence of γE > 0 such that

x�(k2 E−4k2)(ζ )x
4∂xv(ζ )

≥ γE |x|2 , for all (ζ, x) ∈ B̄ro (ζo) × Rd .(6.27)
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On the other hand, (6.23) together with the continuity of E−4 and k2 ensures that there
is KE > 0 such that ∣∣E−4

∣∣ |k2|2 (ζ )

4∂xv(ζ )
≤ KE, for all ζ ∈ B̄ro (ζo).(6.28)

Also denote for later use by K0, K2, Kθ0 > 0 three finite constants such that

2 |k2(ζ )| ≤ K2 , |cθ0 (ζ )| ≤ 2Kθ0 , and
∣∣∣Lθ0

φ0(ζ )
∣∣∣ ≤ K0, for all ζ ∈ B̄ro (ζo),(6.29)

where φ0(ζ ) := ϕ(ζ ) − co|ζ − ζo|4. By a slight adaptation of Possamai, Soner, and
Touzi (2013, lemma 5.4), there exist (hη)η∈(0,1] ⊂ C∞(Rd ; [0, 1]) and (aη)η∈(0,1] ⊂ (1,∞)
satisfying

hη = 1, on B̄1(0) , hη = 0, on B̄c
aη (0),

|x| |Dxhη(x)| ≤ η and |x|2 ∣∣D2
xxhη(x)

∣∣ ≤ C∗,
(6.30)

for all x ∈ Rd and some constant C∗ > 0 independent of η. Finally, for each δ ∈ (0, 1],
we choose ξ ∗,δ > 0 satisfying

(ξ ∗,δ)2 = 1 + 2[K0 + Kθ0 K2(6 + C∗)
γE(2δ − δ2)

.

Step 2: construct a “first draft” of a test function for vε, that will be used to construct
the “true” test function in Step 3.

For every (ε, η, δ) ∈ (0, εo] × (0, 1)2, define

ψε,η,δ := v0 − ε2φε − ε4(	Hη,δ) ◦ ξ ε,

where

Hη,δ : ξ ∈ Rd �−→ (1 − δ)hη
(
ξ

ξ ∗,δ

)
,

the normalized deviation ξ ε is defined as in (3.11), and 	 is the solution of the first
corrector equation from Lemma 4.1. We want to construct a local maximizer of vε∗ −
ψε,η,δ (or equivalently Iε,η,δ := 1

ε2 (vε∗ − ψε,η,δ)). However, it will turn out below that
ψε,η,δ needs to be modified further to make this possible. Indeed, consider

Iε,η,δ = −ūε∗ + φε + ε2(	Hη,δ) ◦ ξ ε.

By (6.26) and because	Hη,δ ≥ 0,

Iε,η,δ(ζ ε, ϑε) ≥ −1/3.(6.31)

On the other hand, the construction of	 in Lemma 4.1 together with (4.1), (6.22), (6.29)
η, δ ∈ (0, 1), and 0 ≤ Hη,δ(ξ ) ≤ 1{|ξ |≤aηξ∗} implies that, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ B̄ro (ζo) × Rd :

Iε,η,δ(ζ, ϑ) ≤ φε(ζ ) + K2ε
2|ξ ε|21{|ξ ε |≤aηξ∗,δ}(ζ, ϑ)

≤ φε(ζ ) + K2ε
2(aηξ ∗,δ)2

≤ φε(ζ ) + 1, for all ε ≤ εη,δ,
(6.32)
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where εη,δ := εo ∧ (K1/2
2 aηξ ∗,δ)−1. Observe that in (6.32), unlike in the proof of the sub-

solution property in Proposition 6.3, deviations of ϑ from θ0(ζ ) are not penalized by φε.
Hence, the supremum—even if it is finite—is not necessarily attained.

Define the set Qo := {(ζ, ϑ) ∈ D< × Rd : ζ ∈ B̄ro (ζo)}, and observe from (6.32) that

sup
(ζ,ϑ)∈Qo

Iε,η,δ(ζ, ϑ) ≤ sup
ζ∈B̄ro (ζo)

{φε(ζ ) + 1} , for all ε ≤ εη,δ.

Hence, by compactness of B̄ro (ζo), continuity of φε, (6.22), and the fact that εη,δ ≤ εo, we
have:

Iε,η,δ := sup
(ζ,ϑ)∈Qo

Iε,η,δ(ζ, ϑ) < ∞, ∀ε ≤ εη,δ.

As a result, for each ε ∈ (0, εη,δ], there exists (ζ̂ ε,η,δ, ϑ̂ε,η,δ) ∈Int(Qo) satisfying

Iε,η,δ
(
ζ̂ ε,η,δ, ϑ̂ε,η,δ

) ≥ Iε,η,δ − ε2

2
.(6.33)

Step 3: for each η, δ ∈ (0, 1) and ε ∈ (0, εη,δ], finally provide a test function ψ̄ε,η,δ and a
test point (ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ∈ Int(Qo), satis f ying

max
Qo

(vε∗ − ψ̄ε,η,δ) = (vε∗ − ψ̄ε,η,δ)(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ).

Introduce an even real-valued function f ∈ C∞
b (R) satisfying 0 ≤ f ≤ 1, f (0) = 1 and

f (x) = 0 whenever |x| ≥ 1. Also fix η, δ ∈ (0, 1) and ε ∈ (0, εη,δ]. Consider

ψ̄ε,η,δ(·, ϑ) := ψε,η,δ(·, ϑ) − ε4 f
(∣∣∣ϑ − ϑ̂ε,η,δ

∣∣∣)

as well as

Īε,η,δ(·, ϑ) := 1
ε2

(
vε∗ − ψ̄ε,η,δ) (·, ϑ) = Iε,η,δ(·, ϑ) + ε2 f

(∣∣∣ϑ − ϑ̂ε,η,δ
∣∣∣) .

By (6.33) and f (0) = 1,

Īε,η,δ
(
ζ̂ ε,η,δ, ϑ̂ε,η,δ

) = Iε,η,δ
(
ζ̂ ε,η,δ, ϑ̂ε,η,δ

) + ε2 ≥ Iε,η,δ + ε2

2
.(6.34)

Moreover, by definition of f , if ϑ ∈ Rd satisfies |ϑ − ϑ̂ε,η,δ| > 1 then

Īε,η,δ(ζ, ϑ) = Iε,η,δ(ζ, ϑ).

Hence, settingQε
1 := {(ζ, ϑ) ∈ Qo : |ϑ − ϑ̂ε,η,δ| ≤ 1} and because (ζ̂ ε,η,δ, ϑ̂ε,η,δ) ∈ Qε

1, this
equality combined with (6.34) implies

sup
Qε

1

Īε,η,δ > sup
Qo

Iε,η,δ ≥ sup
Qo\Qε

1

Iε,η,δ = sup
Qo\Qε

1

Īε,η,δ.

As a result:

sup
(ζ,ϑ)∈Qo

Īε,η,δ(ζ, ϑ) = sup
(ζ,ϑ)∈Qε

1

Īε,η,δ(ζ, ϑ).
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Thus, by upper-semicontinuity of Īε,η,δ and compactness of Qε
1, there exists

(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ∈ Qo maximizing Īε,η,δ. In fact, (ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ∈Int(Qo), because (6.22),
(6.31), f ≥ 0, and ε ∈ (0, εη,δ] give

Īε,η,δ
(
ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ

) ≥ Īε,η,δ (ζ ε, ϑε) ≥ Iε,η,δ (ζ ε, ϑε) = 0,

whereas (6.25), (6.32), f ≤ 1, and ε ∈ (0, εη,δ] with εη,δ ≤ 1 imply

Īε,η,δ ≤ Iε,η,δ ≤ −2 + ε2 < 0, on ∂Qo.

Step 4: show that, for each η, δ ∈ (0, 1), {ξ ε(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ; ε ∈ (0, ε̄η,δ]} is uniformly
bounded and therefore converges along a subsequence toward some ξ̄ η,δ ∈ Rd as ε → 0.

By the previous step and Proposition 3.6,

−
(
Lϑ̃ε,η,δ + Hε

)
ψ̄ε,η,δ(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ≤ 0.

Moreover, by (6.23), construction of Hη,δ, as ξ ∗ does not depend on ε and f ∈ C∞
b (R),

possibly diminishing εη,δ > 0 yields ∂xψ̄
ε,η,δ(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) > 0 and ε2∂x(φ + ε2(	Hη,δ) ◦

ξξε) ≤ ι∂xv0. Applying (Rii) in Lemma 6.1 then gives{
−1

2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 + Lθ0
φ̄ε + 1

2
Tr

[
cθ0 D2

ξξ (	Hη,δ) ◦ ξ ε
]

−Rε
L − (Dϑ ψ̄ε,η,δ)�E−4 Dϑ ψ̄ε,η,δ

4ε6∂xψ̄ε,η,δ

}
(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ≤ 0,

(6.35)

where φ̄ε(·, ϑ) := φε − ε2 f (|ϑ − ϑ̂ε,η,δ|) and, for some constant C > 0 and all ε ∈
(0, εη,δ]:

|Rε
L|(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ≤ C

(
ε + ∣∣εξ ε∣∣ + ∣∣εξ ε∣∣2) (ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ).

Assume now that {ξ ε(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ; ε ∈ (0, ε̄η,δ]} is not uniformly bounded along some
subsequence. Then, by construction of Hη,δ and as ξ ∗,δ does not depend on ε, it follows
that (	Hη,δ) ◦ ξ ε and all of its derivatives vanish. On the other hand, f ∈ C∞

b (R) implies
that |(Dϑ ψ̄ε,η,δ)�E−4 Dϑψ̄ε,η,δ| ≤ ε8c f for some constant c f . Finally, by construction of
φ̄ε,η,δ and ζ̃ ε,η,δ ∈ B̄ro (ζo), we conclude that

(Dϑ ψ̄ε,η,δ)�E−4 Dϑψ̄ε,η,δ

4ε6∂xψ̄ε,η,δ
(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) → 0, as ε → 0.

After possibly increasing C > 0, it follows that{
−1

2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 + Lθ0
φ̄ε
}

(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ≤ C
(

1 + ∣∣εξ ε∣∣ + ∣∣εξ ε∣∣2) (ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ).

Denote by γ > 0 the constant in (2.3) corresponding to the set B̄ro (ζo). Combining (6.23)
with the continuity of Lθ0

φ̄ε and ζ̃ ε,η,δ ∈ B̄ro (ζo), we then obtain

γ ι|ξ ε|2(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ≤ C
(

1 + ∣∣εξ ε∣∣ + ∣∣εξ ε∣∣2) (ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ).
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This contradicts the assumption that {ξ ε(ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ) ; ε ∈ (0, ε̄η,δ]} is unbounded. In
particular, along a subsequence, (ζ̃ ε,η,δ, ξ ε(ζ̃

ε,η,δ, ϑ̃ε,η,δ)) therefore converges toward some
finite (ζ̄ η,δ, ξ̄ η,δ) ∈ D< × Rd as ε → 0.

Step 5: show that, for each δ ∈ (0, 1), there is η̄δ ∈ (0, 1) such that {ξ̄ η,δ ; η ∈ (0, η̄δ]} ⊂
Bξ∗,δ (0) and therefore converges, possibly along a subsequence, to a point ξ̂ δ ∈ Bξ∗,δ (0).

First, notice that the previous step implies that the requirements of (Ri) in Lemma 4.1
are satisfied, so that the remainder Rε

L(ζ̃ ε,η, ϑ̃ε,η) in (6.35) converges to zero as ε → 0.
By continuity of all the involved functions, sending ε → 0 in (6.35) gives{

−1
2

∣∣(ξ̄ η,δ)�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − [Dξ (Hη,δ	 )]� E−4 Dξ (Hη,δ	 )

4∂xv0

}
(ζ̄ η,δ, ξ̄ η,δ)

≤
{∣∣∣Lθ0

φ0
∣∣∣ + 1

2

∣∣Tr
[
cθ0 D2

ξξ (Hη,δ	 )
]∣∣} (ζ̄ η,δ, ξ̄ η,δ).

(6.36)

We focus first on the right-hand side of this inequality. As (ζ̄ η,δ)(η,δ)∈(0,1)2 ⊂ B̄ro (ζo),
combining Lemma 4.1 with (6.29) and the last term in (6.30) gives, for all (η, δ) ∈ (0, 1)2:

{∣∣∣Lθ0
φ0
∣∣∣ + 1

2

∣∣Tr
[
cθ0 D2

ξξ (Hη,δ	 )
]∣∣} (ζ̄ η,δ, ξ̄ η,δ) ≤ K0 + Kθ0 (6K2 + C∗K2).(6.37)

Consider now the left-hand side in (6.36) and omit the parameters (ζ̄ η,δ, ξ̄ η,δ) to ease
notation. As 0 ≤ ∣∣Hη,δ

∣∣ ≤ (1 − δ) and E−4 is positive definite, we have

− 1
2

∣∣(ξ̄ η,δ)�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − [Dξ (Hη,δ	 )]� E−4 Dξ (Hη,δ	 )

4∂xv0

≥ −1
2

∣∣(ξ̄ η,δ)�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − (1 − δ)2 [Dξ	 ]� E−4 Dξ	

4∂xv0
(6.38)

−
2(1 − δ)Hη,δ	 1

ξ∗,δ [Dξ	 ]� E−4 Dxh
(

·
ξ∗,δ

)
4∂xv0

(6.39)

−
(1 − δ)2	 2

(
1
ξ∗,δ

)2
[Dxh

(
·
ξ∗,δ

)
]�E−4 Dxh

(
·
ξ∗,δ

)
4∂xv0

.(6.40)

Because	 solves the First Corrector Equation (3.19), the terms in (6.38) satisfy

−1
2

∣∣(ξ̄ η,δ)�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − (1 − δ)2 [Dξ	 ]�E−4 Dξ	

4∂xv0
= (2δ − δ2)

[Dξ	 ]� E−4 Dξ	
4∂xv0

≥ (2δ − δ2)γE
∣∣ξ̄ η,δ∣∣2 ,

where the second inequality follows from (6.27) and Lemma 4.1, recall that ζ̄ η,δ ∈ B̄ro (ζo).
Next, Lemma 4.1, (6.28), (6.30), and ζ̄ η,δ ∈ B̄ro (ζo) imply the following estimate for (6.39):

−
2(1 − δ)Hη,δ	 1

ξ∗,δ [Dξ	 ]� E−4 Dxh
(

·
ξ∗,δ

)
4∂xv0

≥ −4(1 − δ)ηKE
∣∣ξ̄ η,δ∣∣2 .
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Likewise, for (6.40), we have

−
(1 − δ)2	 2

(
1
ξ∗,δ

)2 [
Dxh

(
·
ξ∗,δ

)]�
E−4 Dxh

(
·
ξ∗,δ

)
4∂xv0

≥ −(1 − δ)2η2 KE
∣∣ξ̄ η,δ∣∣2 .

Together, these three inequalities give

−1
2

∣∣(ξ̄ η,δ)�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − [Dξ (Hη,δ	 )]�E−4 Dξ (Hη,δ	 )

4∂xv0

≥ ∣∣ξ̄ η,δ∣∣2 [(2δ − δ2)γE − KE(1 − δ)η (4 + (1 − δ)η)
]
.

Now, notice that (2δ − δ2)γE > 0 for all δ ∈ (0, 1). Hence, for each δ ∈ (0, 1), there exists
η̄δ ∈ (0, 1) such that −KE(1 − δ)η(4 + (1 − δ)η) ≥ −(2δ − δ2)γE/2 and in turn

− 1
2

∣∣(ξ̄ η,δ)�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − [Dξ (Hη,δ	 )]� E−4 Dξ (Hη,δ	 )

4∂xv0
≥ (2δ − δ2)γE

2

∣∣ξ̄ η,δ∣∣2 .(6.41)

Finally, combining (6.36) with (6.37) and (6.41) gives

∣∣ξ̄ η,δ∣∣2 ≤ 2 [K0 + Kθ0 (6K2 + C∗K2)]
(2δ − δ2)γE

< (ξ ∗,δ)2,

completing Step 5.
Step 6: conclude the proof of the proposition. First, observe that

∣∣ξ̄ η,δ∣∣ < ξ ∗,δ, for all
η ∈ (0, η̄δ], together with the definition of Hη,δ gives that Hη,δ(ξ̄ η,δ) = 1 − δ and that
its derivatives vanish for all (δ, η) ∈ (0, 1) × (0, η̄δ]. Let (ζ̂ δ, ξ̂ δ) denote the limits of the
(sub)sequence (ζ̄ η,δ, ξ̄ η,δ) as η → 0. By classical arguments in the theory of viscosity
solutions (cf., e.g., Crandall et al. 1992), (6.21) implies that ζ̂ δ = ζo. Combining (6.35)
with the fact that	 solves the First Corrector Equation (3.19) in turn yields

0 ≥
{

(2δ − δ2)
(Dξ	 )� E−4 Dξ (	 )

4∂xv
+ Lθ0

ϕ + (1 − δ)a
}

(ζo, ξ̂
δ)

≥ Lθ0
ϕ(ζo) + (1 − δ)a(ζo).

Here, the last inequality follows directly from δ ∈ (0, 1), Lemma 4.1, (6.23), and the
positive-definiteness of E−4. As a(ζo) does not depend on δ, sending δ → 0 completes
the proof of the proposition. �

6.3.3. Terminal condition.

PROPOSITION 6.5. Suppose Assumptions 3.3 and A are satisfied. Then,

u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) = u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) = 0, for all ζ ∈ ∂TD.

Proof. By definition, we have u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) ≥ u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) ≥ 0. Hence, it suffices to
show u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ ))) ≤ 0, for all ζ ∈ ∂TD. Assume to the contrary that there is (ζo, δ) ∈
∂TD × (0,∞) such that, with ϑo := θ0(ζo):

u∗(ζo, ϑo) ≥ 5δ > 0.(6.42)
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Step 1: provide a test function ψε for vε∗ and a local minimizer of vε∗ − ψε.
By (6.4), there exist (ζε, ϑε)ε>0 ⊂ D × Rd such that

(ζε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

(ζo, ϑo) and uε∗(ζε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

u∗(ζo, ϑo).(6.43)

Assume that, possibly along a subsequence, ζε ∈ ∂TD. Then, the terminal conditions in
Assumption 3.3 and Proposition 3.1 combined with 	 ≥ 0 (cf. Lemma 4.1) yield

uε∗(ζε, ϑε) = (ūε∗ −	 ◦ ξξ1)(ζε, ϑε) ≤ 0,

which contradicts (6.42) for small ε. Therefore we can assume without loss of generality
that

ζε ∈ D<.(6.44)

By similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 6.3, Assumptions (A1) and (A2)
combined with (6.42) and (6.43) enable us to find ro ≥ α > 0, co > 0, ι > 0, and εo > 0
such that, for all ε ∈ (0, εo]:

(ζε, ϑε) ∈ Bo,α ,
∣∣ϑε − θ0(ζε)

∣∣2 ≤ δ/co, and uε∗(ζε, ϑε) ≥ 4δ,

∂xv0 ∧ (−∂xxv0) ≥ 2ι and 	 ◦ ξ 1 ≤ δ on B̄α ,(6.45)

uε∗ − φ̄(·; ζε) < 0 on Bα\Bo,α,(6.46)

where Bα := (Bα(ζo) ∩ D) × Bro (ϑo) as well as

Bo,α :=
{

(ζ, ϑ) ∈ B̄α : ζ ∈ B̄α
2
(ζo) and ϑ ∈ B̄r̄o

2
(ϑo)

}
,

φ̄ : (ζ, ϑ ; ζ ′) ∈ D × Rd × D �−→ co

(∣∣ζ − ζ ′∣∣4 + ∣∣ϑ − θ0(ζ )
∣∣2) .

By positive-definiteness and continuity of E−4 combined with Assumption (A1), there
exists γE > 0 such that

ξ�E−4ξ

∂xv0
(ζ ) ≥ γE |ξ |2 , for all ξ ∈ Rd and all ζ ∈ B̄α.(6.47)

On the other hand, continuity of σS and Assumption (A1) imply that there is γ̄ > 0 such
that

− 1
2

∣∣ξ�σS
∣∣2 ∂xxv0 ≤ γ̄ |ξ |2, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all ζ ∈ B̄α.(6.48)

Hence, we can choose the constant co in the definition of φ̄ large enough to satisfy

γ̄ − c2
oγE ≤ 0.(6.49)

Define

φε : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd �−→ δ
T − t
T − tε

+ φ̄(ζ, ϑ ; ζε).

Then, by Assumption (A1) and (6.44), the functionψε := v0 − ε2φε is smooth. The lower-
semicontinuity of vε∗ in turn allows to deduce from (6.46) that, on B̄α, the function vε∗ −
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ψε has a local minimizer (ζ̃ ε, ϑ̃ε) ∈ Bo,α ⊂Int(Bα). Moreover, by (6.45), this minimizer
satisfies uε∗(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≥ δ, and repeating the arguments leading to (6.44) shows ζ̃ε ∈ D<.

Step 2: conclude the proof. In view of the previous step and Assumption 3.3, we have

−
(
Lϑ̃ε + Hε

)
ψε(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≥ 0, for all ε ∈ (0, εo].

By construction of ψε and because (ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ∈ B̄α, possibly reducing εo gives

(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ∈ {∂xψ
ε > 0} ∩ {ε2∂x(φ + ε2w ε) ≤ ι∂xv0},

so that (Ri) holds. Hence, Lemma 6.1 yields

{
−1

2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 + Lθ0
φε − (Dϑ φ̄)� E−4 Dϑ φ̄

4ε2∂xv0
− ∂xφ̄

4(∂xv0)2
(Dϑ φ̄)� E−4 Dϑ φ̄ + Rε

}
(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≥ 0,

where Rε(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) is uniformly bounded for ε ∈ (0, εo]. Thus, by Assumption (A1) and
construction of ψε, there is a constant C > 0 independent of ε such that:

{
− δ

T − tε
− 1

2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − 4c2
o

∣∣ξ ε∣∣� E−4
∣∣ξ ε∣∣

4∂xv0

}
(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≥ −C, for all ε ∈ (0, εo].

Recall that (ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ∈ B̄α; therefore, (6.47-6.49) yield

{
−1

2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − 4c2
o

∣∣ξ ε∣∣� E−4
∣∣ξ ε∣∣

4∂xv0

}
(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≤ (γ̄ − c2

oγE)ξ 2
ε(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≤ 0.

As a result: δ/(T − tε) ≤ C, for all ε ∈ (0, εo]. Note that the time component of ζo is T,
because ζo ∈ ∂TD. In contrast, the time component of ζε is tε. For small ε, this contradicts
(6.43), completing the proof. �

6.4. The Eikonal Equation

This section is devoted to the proof of the following result, which is crucially used in
the proof of our Main Theorem 4.3.

PROPOSITION 6.6. Suppose Assumptions 3.3, (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Then,

u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) ≤ u∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ u∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ u∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )), for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd .

For notational convenience, define

n : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd �−→ −2∂xv0∂xxv0
∣∣ξ�

1 σS
∣∣2 (ζ, ϑ).(6.50)

By Assumption (A1), this is a nonnegative smooth function.

LEMMA 6.7. Suppose Assumptions 3.3, (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Then, ū∗ and ū∗
are (discontinuous) viscosity sub- and supersolutions, respectively, of the Eikonal equation

(Dϑ ū∗)�E−4 Dϑ ū∗ ≤ n, respectively (Dϑ ū∗)�E−4 Dϑ ū∗ ≥ n, on D< × Rd .
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Proof. We focus on the subsolution property; the supersolution property is obtained
similarly. Consider (ζo, ϑo) ∈ D< × Rd and a smooth function ϕ such that

max
D<×Rd

(strict)(ū∗ − ϕ) = (ū∗ − ϕ)(ζo, ϑo) = 0.

By definition of ū∗, there exist (ζε, ϑε)ε>0 ⊂ D< × Rd , for which

(ζε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

(ζo, ϑo) , ūε∗(ζε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

ū∗(ζo, ϑo),

and pε := ūε∗(ζε, ϑε) − ϕ(ζε, ϑε) −→
ε→0

0.
(6.51)

By Assumptions (A1), (A2), and (6.51), there are ro, εo, ι > 0 such that

2/ι ≥ −∂xxv ∧ ∂xv ≥ ι on Bo , |pε| ≤ 1 , (ζε, ϑε) ∈ Bro (ζo, ϑo),
and b∗ := sup {ūε∗(ζ, ϑ) : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ Bo , ε ∈ (0, εo]} < ∞,(6.52)

where Bo := B4ro (ζ,ϑo). The last estimate implies the existence of d > 0 for which

|ζ − ζε|4 + |ϑ − ϑε|4 ≥ d, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ ∂Bo and ε ∈ (0, εo].

On the other hand, continuity of ϕ yields 1 ∨ sup {2 + b∗ − ϕ(ζ, ϑ) : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ Bo} =: M<

+∞, so that we can choose a constant co ≥ M/d > 0, independent of ε. It follows that

φε(ζ, ϑ) ≥ 2 + b∗ − ϕ(ζ, ϑ), for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ ∂Bo and ε ∈ (0, εo],(6.53)

where

φε : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd �−→ co
(|ζ − ζε|4 + |ϑ − ϑε|4

)
.

Now, define ψε := v0 − ε2(pε + ϕ + φε) and Iε := (vε∗ − ψε)/ε2. Then, on the one hand,
we have Iε(ζε, ϑε) = 0. On the other hand, by definition of pε, ūε∗, andφε, as well as (6.52)
and (6.53): Iε(ζ, ϑ) ≥ 1 for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ ∂Bo. By upper-semicontinuity of Iε, it follows that
Iε admits an interior minimizer (ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) on Bo. Moreover, classical arguments (Crandall
et al. 1992) show (ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) → (ζo, ϑo) as ε → 0. Hence, the viscosity supersolution property
in Assumption 3.3 implies −(Lϑ̃ε + Hε)ψε(η̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≥ 0, for all ε ∈ (0, εo]. After possibly
reducing εo > 0, we obtain ∂xψ

ε(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) > 0. Hence, Lemma 6.1, continuity of ϕ, and the
fact that φε as well as its derivatives vanish as ε → 0 yield(

−1
2

∣∣ξ�
1 σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 + ε2Rε − (Dϑϕ)�E−4 Dϑϕ
4∂xφε

)
(ζ̃ε, ϑ̃ε) ≥ 0,

where ε2Rε → 0 as ε → 0. Sending ε → 0 in turn gives

−1
2

∣∣ξ�
1 σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0(ζo, ϑo) ≥ (Dϑϕ)�E−4 Dϑϕ
4∂xv0

(ζo, ϑo),

which proves the asserted viscosity subsolution property. �

Next, we show that ū∗ and ū∗ satisfy a generalized terminal condition as in Crandall,
Ishii, and Lions (1992, definition 7.4):
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LEMMA 6.8. Suppose Assumptions 3.3, (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Then, ū∗ and ū∗
are (discontinuous) viscosity sub- and supersolutions, respectively, of

min
{
ū∗ − ξ�

1 k2ξ 1 ; (Dϑ ū∗)�E−4 Dϑ ū∗ − n
} ≤ 0, on ∂TD × Rd ,

and max
{
ū∗ − ξ�

1 k2ξ 1 ; (Dϑ ū∗)�E−4 Dϑ ū∗ − n
} ≥ 0, on ∂TD × Rd .

Proof. Consider (ζo, ϑo) ∈ ∂TD × Rd and a smooth function ϕ such that

0 = (ū∗ − ϕ)(ζo, ϑo) = max
D×Rd

(strict)(ū∗ − ϕ).

Assume that there is δ > 0 for which ū∗(ζo, ϑo) − ξ 1(ζo, ϑo)�k2(ζo)ξ 1(ζo, ϑo) ≥ δ.
Repeating the arguments of Proposition 6.5 then gives

−1
2

∣∣ξ�
1 σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0(ζo, ϑo) ≥ (Dϑϕ)�E−4 Dϑϕ
4∂xv0

(ζo, ϑo),

and the subsolution property follows. The supersolution property is obtained similarly.�

Next, we show that ū∗, ū∗ also solve the Eikonal equation if the ζ -variable is fixed and
they are considered as functions of the ϑ-variable only:

LEMMA 6.9. Suppose Assumptions 3.3, (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Then, for any
ζo ∈ D<, the functions ϑ �−→ ū∗(ζo, ϑ) and ϑ �−→ ū∗(ζo, ϑ) are viscosity sub- and super-
solutions, respectively, of{

(Dϑϕ)�E−4 Dϑϕ = n, on Rd\{θ0(ζo)},
ϕ ≥ ū∗(ζo, ·) (resp. ≤ ū∗(ζo, θ

0(ζo))), on{ϑ = θ0(ζo)}.

For any ζo ∈ ∂TD, the functions ϑ �−→ ū∗(ζo, ϑ) and ϑ �−→ ū∗(ζo, ϑ) are viscosity sub-
and supersolutions, respectively, of

min
{
ū∗(ζo, ·) − ξ�

1 k2(ζo)ξ 1(ζo, ·), (Dϑ ū∗)�E−4(ζo)Dϑ ū∗(ζo, ·) − n(ζo, ·)
} ≤ 0,

max
{
ū∗(ζo, ·) − ξ�

1 k2(ζo)ξ 1(ζo, ·), (Dϑ ū∗)�E−4(ζo)Dϑ ū∗(ζo, ·) − n(ζo, ·)
} ≥ 0.

Proof. We focus on the viscosity supersolution property on Rd\{θ0(ζo)} for ζo ∈ D<;
the other properties are either evident, or obtained similarly (compare Lemma 6.8).

Fix an arbitrary ζo ∈ D<, and consider a smooth function ϕ and ϑo ∈ Rd\{θ0(ζo)} such
that

0 = ū∗(ζo, ϑo) − ϕ(ϑo) = min
Rd\{ϑo}

(strict)(ū∗(ζo, ·) − ϕ(·)).(6.54)

For each n ∈ N, define

ψn : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd �−→ ϕ(ϑ) − n |ζ − ζo|2 ,
and In : (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd �−→ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) − ψn(ζ, ϑ).

By Lemma 6.2, there are ro > 0 and bo ≥ 0 for which

ū∗ ≥ −bo, on Bo,(6.55)
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where Bo := B̄ro (ζo, ϑo) and ro is chosen so that Bo ⊂ D<. By compactness of Bo and
lower-semicontinuity of In , there is (ζn, ϑn) ∈ Bo minimizing In on Bo for each n ∈ N.
Moreover, there exist (ζ ∗, ϑ∗) ∈ Bo such that (ζn, ϑn) → (ζ ∗, ϑ∗) as n → +∞, possibly
along a subsequence. Now, on the one hand, the minimality of In(ζn, ϑn) on Bo implies
that In(ζn, ϑn) ≤ In(ζo, ϑo) = ū∗(ζo, ϑo) − ϕ(ϑo), which is finite and does not depend on
n. On the other hand, if ζ ∗ �= ζo, (6.55) gives In(ζn, ϑn) → +∞ as n → +∞. Hence,
ζ ∗ = ζo.

Observe now that ū∗(ζo, ϑo) − ϕ(ϑo) = In(ζo, ϑo) ≥ In(ζn, ϑn) implies

ū∗(ζo, ϑo) − ϕ(ϑo) ≥ lim inf
n→+∞ In(ζn, ϑn) ≥ ū∗(ζo, ϑ

∗) − ϕ(ϑ∗).

Therefore, ϑ∗ = ϑo by the strict minimum property in (6.54). Hence, (ζn, ϑn) ∈ Int(Bo) for
sufficiently large n so that, by construction, (ζn, ϑn) is a local minimum of In . Lemma 6.7
in turn yields (Dϑψn)�E−4 Dϑψn(ζn, ϑn) ≥ n(ζn, ϑn).As a result, sending n → +∞ finally
proves the assertion after recalling from Lemma 4.1 that n is continuous.

In view of Lemma 6.9 and Proposition 6.5 define, for each ζ ∈ D, the following subsets
of Rd :

Oζ∗ := {
ϑ ∈ Rd : (Dϑ ū∗)�E−4 Dϑ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ n(ζ, ϑ)

} \{θ0(ζ )},
Oζ

∗ := {
ϑ ∈ Rd : (Dϑ ū∗)�E−4 Dϑ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) ≥ n(ζ, ϑ)

} \{θ0(ζ )}.
(Here, the inequalities have to be understood in the viscosity sense.) By construction, ū∗

and ū∗ are viscosity sub- resp. supersolutions of the Eikonal equation

(Dϑϕ)�E−4 Dϑϕ(ζ, ·) = n(ζ, ·),

on Oζ∗ resp. Oζ
∗ . Observe from the first part of Lemma 6.9 that, for all ζ ∈ D< (i.e.,

before the terminal time), we have the following simplification: Oζ∗ = Oζ
∗ = Rd\{θ0(ζ )},

or equivalently (Oζ∗)c = (Oζ
∗ )c = {θ0(ζ )}. Hence, we have the following estimate for all

ζ ∈ D<:

ū∗(ζ, ·) ≤ ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) + ξ 1(ζ, ·)�k2(ζ )ξ 1(ζ, ·), on (Oζ∗)c ,

ū∗(ζ, ·) ≥ ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) + ξ 1(ζ, ·)�k2(ζ )ξ 1(ζ, ·), on (Oζ∗)c .
(6.56)

For ζ ∈ ∂TD, such a simplification of Oζ∗ or Oζ
∗ is not available. However, combining the

second part of Lemma 6.9 with Proposition 6.5, we find that (6.56) holds for all ζ ∈ ∂TD
as well, and hence for all ζ ∈ D.

For later use, also note the following. For any ζ ∈ D, we have θ0(ζ ) /∈ Oζ∗ ∪ Oζ
∗ . Hence,

Assumption (A1) and the ellipticity of σSσ
�
S imply the following estimate for the function

n defined in (6.50):

n(ζ, ϑ) > 0 on Oζ∗ ∪ Oζ
∗ .

Now introduce, for any ζ ∈ D, the operator

Hζ : (ϑ, r , q) ∈ Rd × R × Rd �−→ −n(ζ, ϑ)r 2 + q�E−4(ζ )q.

Also define, for M> 0, the class C−
M of negative functions Rd → R bounded from below

by −M. We can then establish the comparison property for Hζ on C−
M:
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LEMMA 6.10. Suppose Assumption (A1) is satisfied. For any ζ ∈ D, let Oζ be a subset
of Rd for which n(ζ, ·) > 0 on Oζ , and let v1ζ , v2ζ , v3ζ ∈ C−

M (for some M> 0) be lower-
semicontinuous, smooth, and upper-semicontinuous functions, satisfying (in the viscosity
sense for v1ζ and v3ζ):

Hζ (·,v1ζ , Dϑv1ζ ) ≥ 0 , Hζ (·,v2ζ , Dϑv2ζ ) = 0, and Hζ (·,v3ζ , Dϑv3ζ ) ≤ 0, on Oζ .(6.57)

Then if v1ζ ≥ v2ζ ≥ v3ζ on Rd\Oζ , we have v1ζ ≥ v2ζ ≥ v3ζ on Rd .

Proof. Fix ζ ∈ D and drop it from the notation for clarity. We focus on the inequality
v1 ≥ v2; the other one is obtained analogously. For v1 and v2 as in the statement of the
lemma, assume that there are ϑ̄ ∈ O and α > 0 such that

v1(ϑ̄) − v2(ϑ̄) ≤ −α < 0,(6.58)

and work toward a contradiction. Choose β ∈ C∞(Rd ), satisfying 0 ≤ β ≤ 1, β(0) = 1,
Dϑβ(0) = 0 and β(x) = 0 for all x ∈ Rd\B̄1(0), and define, for all η > 0:

�η : ϑ ∈ Rd �−→ (v1 − v2 − 2Mβη(· − ϑ̄))(ϑ), where βη(x) := β(x/η).

By definition of C−
M and boundedness of βη, we have infRd �η > −∞. Hence, for each

δ > 0, there is ϑδ ∈ Rd such that

�η(ϑδ) ≤ inf
Rd
�η + δ.(6.59)

Pick a function χ ∈ C∞(Rd ) satisfying

0 ≤ χ ≤ 1, χ (0) = 1, χ (x) = 0 if |x|2 > 1, and |Dϑχ | ≤ c,

for a constant c > 0 independent of δ. For each δ > 0, let χδ := χ (· − ϑδ) Then, for all
δ > 0:

0 ≤ χδ ≤ 1, χδ(ϑδ) = 1, χδ(ϑ) = 0 if |ϑ − ϑδ|2 > 1, and |Dϑχδ| ≤ c.

Now define, for every η, δ > 0:

�η,δ : ϑ ∈ Rd �−→ (�η − 2δχδ)(ϑ) = (v1 − v2 − 2Mβη(· − ϑ̄) − 2δχδ)(ϑ).

On the one hand, (6.59) in turn enables us to deduce that, for all η, δ > 0,

�η,δ(ϑδ) = �(ϑδ) − 2δ ≤ inf
Rd
�η − δ < inf

Rd
�η.

On the other hand:

�η,δ(ϑ) = �η(ϑ) ≥ inf
Rd
�η, for all ϑ ∈ Rd such that |ϑ − ϑδ|2 > 1.

As a result, the lower-semicontinuity of�η,δ yields that we can find a minimizing sequence
(ϑ̂η,δ)η,δ>0 for �η,δ. Moreover, χδ ≥ 0, (6.58), and the definition of �η,δ give

�η,δ(ϑ̂η,δ) ≤ �η,δ(ϑ̄) ≤ −α − 2M.(6.60)
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As β, χδ ≤ 1, it follows that (v1 − v2)(ϑ̂η,δ) ≤ −α + 2δ < 0, for all δ < α/2. Hence, ϑ̂η,δ ∈
O for all such small δ. As v1, v2 ∈ C−

M and χδ ≤ 1,

�η,δ(ϑ̂η,δ) ≥ −M − 2Mβη(ϑ̂η,δ − ϑ̄) − 2δ.

Combined with (6.60), this leads to

2Mβη(ϑ̂η,δ − ϑ̄) ≥ M − 2δ > 0, for all (η, δ) ∈ (0,∞) × (0,M/2).

By definition of βη, it in turn follows that ϑ̂η,δ ∈ B̄η(ϑ̄) for all (η, δ) ∈ (0,∞) × (0,M/2).
Because ϑ̂η,δ ∈ O, (6.57) yields, for all (η, δ) ∈ (0,∞) × (0,M/2 ∧ α/2):

H(·, v1, Dϑ (v2 + 2Mβη(· − ϑ̄) + 2δχδ))(ϑ̂η,δ) ≥ 0 and H(·, v2, Dϑv2)(ϑ̂η,δ) = 0.

As n > 0 on O, this gives

[(v1)2 − (v2)2](ϑ̂η,δ) − [D�
ϑ �E−4 Dϑ�(ϑ̂η,δ)]2 − [D�

ϑ v2 E−4 Dϑv2(ϑ̂η,δ)]2

n(ϑ̂η,δ)
≤ 0,

with � := (v2 + 2Mβη(· − ϑ̄) + 2δχδ). As we have seen above that ϑ̂η,δ ∈ B̄η(ϑ̄), there
exists ϑ̄η ∈ B̄η(ϑ̄) such that ϑ̂η,δ → ϑ̄η as δ → 0, possibly along a subsequence, and in
turn ϑ̄η → ϑ̄ as η → 0. Hence, taking into account Assumption (A1), continuity of
v2 and its gradient, Dϑβ(0) = 0, and |Dϑχδ| ≤ c independent of δ, the following limit
obtains after sending first δ → 0 and then η → 0:

lim inf
δ,η→0

(v1)2(ϑ̂η,δ) − (v2)2(ϑ̄) ≤ 0.

Because ϑ �−→ (v1)2(ϑ) is lower-semicontinuous, it follows that (v1 + v2)(v1 − v2)(ϑ̄) ≤
0, As v1 + v2 < 0 because v1, v2 ∈ C−

M, this contradicts (6.58) and thereby proves the
assertion. �

Now, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd , define the mappings ū∗, ū∗, ũ∗, ũ∗ : D × Rd → R as
follows:

ū∗(ζ, ϑ) = −e−ū∗(ζ,ϑ) , ũ∗(ζ, ϑ) = −e−(ū∗(ζ,θ0(ζ ))+ξ�
1 (ζ,ϑ)k2(ζ )ξ 1(ζ,ϑ)) ,

ū∗(ζ, ϑ) = −e−ū∗(ζ,ϑ), ũ∗(ζ, ϑ) = −e−(ū∗(ζ,θ0(ζ ))+ξ�
1 (ζ,ϑ)k2(ζ )ξ 1(ζ,ϑ)).

One readily verifies that this change of variable produces bounded solutions to the
Eikonal equation from Lemma 6.10, for which a comparison principle holds on the class
of bounded functions by Lemma 6.10:

LEMMA 6.11. Suppose Assumptions 3.3, (A1) and (A2) are satisfied. Then, for all
ζo ∈ D, the mappings ū∗(ζo, ·), ũ∗(ζo, ·), ū∗(ζo, ·), and ũ∗(ζo, ·) are viscosity subsolution,
classical solution, viscosity supersolution, and classical solution, respectively, of

Hζo (·, ū∗, Dϑ ū∗) ≤ 0, Hζo (·, ũ∗, Dϑ ũ∗) = 0, on Oζo∗,

Hζo (·, ū∗, Dϑ ū∗) ≥ 0, and Hζo (·, ũ∗, Dϑ ũ∗) = 0. on Oζo∗ .

Moreover, ū∗ = ũ∗ on (Oζo∗)c and ū∗ = ũ∗ on (Oζo∗ )c.

Putting together all the previous results, we can now prove Proposition 6.6:
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PROPOSITION 6.6. First observe from (4.1), (4.2), and the definition of ū∗ and ū∗ that
−1 ≤ ū∗ ≤ ū∗ < 0 so that ū∗, ū∗ ∈ C−

1 . Lemmata 6.10 and 6.11 in turn yield that, for any
(ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd :

ũ∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) and ū∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ ũ∗(ζ, ϑ).

As ū∗ ≤ ū∗ by definition, this yields

ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ )) + ξ�
1 (ζ, ϑ)k2(ζ )ξ 1(ζ, ϑ) ≤ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ ū∗(ζ, ϑ) ≤ ū∗(ζ, θ0(ζ ))

+ξ�
1 (ζ, ϑ)k2(ζ )ξ 1(ζ, ϑ).

Proposition 6.6 now follows from the definition of u∗ and u∗ in (6.3). �

7. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR ASSUMPTION A

In this section, we provide a set of sufficient conditions for the abstract Assumption A
under which our Main Theorem 4.3 holds. These sufficient conditions are typical for
verification theorems (compare, e.g., Touzi 2013), and can be readily verified in concrete
models, see Section 8. Moreover, under these conditions, the policy from Theorem 4.7 is
indeed optimal at the leading order for small price impact costs.

Throughout, we assume that the frictionless value function v0 and the corresponding
optimal policy θ0 are given. The function v0 satisfies ∂xv0 ∨ (−∂xxv0) > 0 and is a classical
C1,2-solution of the frictionless DPE (3.3). The policy θ0 is characterized by the First-
Order Condition (3.5) and belongs to C1,2. In particular, Assumption (A1) is satisfied.28

For any positive function f : D → R, we denote by C f the class of functions g domi-
nated by f in the following sense (here, ∂D denotes the spatial boundary of D):

lim sup
ζ→∂D

|g| (ζ )
1 + | f | (ζ )

= 0.(7.1)

With this notation, the sufficient conditions for the validity of Assumption A read as
follows:

ASSUMPTION B.

(B1) There is a nonnegative function χ ∈ C1,2 satisfying −Lθ0
χ > 0 on D<;

(B2) There exists a classical C1,2-solution û of the Second Corrector Equation (3.20),
where the pair (a,	 ) is the solution of the First Corrector Equation (3.19) from
Lemma 4.1;

(B3) û and the function u defined though the Probabilistic Representation (4.5) belong
to Cχ ;

(B4) The feedback policy

θ̇ ε(ζ, ϑ) := − [E−4 Dξ	 ] ◦ ξ ε(ζ, ϑ)
2ε∂xv0(ζ )

= E−2(E−2σSσ
�
S E−2)1/2 E2

ε2(−2∂xv0/∂xxv0)1/2
(ζ ) × (θ0(ζ ) − ϑ),

from Theorem 4.7 is an admissible control.

28These assumptions are satisfied if a classical frictionless verification theorem applies, cf., e.g.,
Touzi (2013) and the references therein. In particular, they typically hold in the concrete models that
can be solved explicitly.
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(B5) Set v̂ε := v0 − ε2û − ε4	 ◦ ξ ε. For every ε > 0, there is a function γ ε such that
|v̂ε| ≤ γ ε on D × R and, for all (ζ, ϑ, ε) ∈ D × R × (0,∞):

sup
t≤r≤T

γ ε
(
r , Sζr ,Y

ζ
r , Xζ,ϑ,εr , θ t,ϑ,ε

r

) ∈ L1.

(B6) The remainder Rε
L of Lemma 6.1, computed for ψε = v̂ε, satisfies:

E

[∫ T

t

∣∣Rε
L + R̃∣∣ (r , Sζr ,Y

ζ
r , Xζ,ϑ,εr , θ t,ϑ,ε

r

)
dr
]

≤ εβ(ζ, ϑ),

for some continuous function β : D × Rd → R, where, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ D × Rd :

R̃(ζ, ϑ) := [(Dξ	 )� E−4 Dξ	 ] ◦ ξ 1

4(∂xv0)2

(
∂xû − ∂xθ

0 Dξ	 ◦ ξ 1 + ∂x	 ◦ ξ 1

)
(ζ, ϑ).

REMARK 7.1. Assumption (1) requires extra integrability of the candidate strategy from
Assumption (B4). This enables us to apply dominated convergence along a sequence of
localizing stopping times in the verification argument in the proof of Proposition 7.2
below.

Under Assumption (B5), the remainder of the asymptotic expansion can be controlled
along the candidate almost optimal strategy. Indeed, this remainder is then of order ε3,
allowing us not only to recover Assumption (A2) but also to prove that the proposed
strategy is optimal at the leading order O(ε2). In concrete settings, these two assumptions
can be verified using estimates on the diffusions driving the control θ̇ ε of Assumption
(B4), compare Section 8.

PROPOSITION 7.2. Assumption B implies Assumption (A2), Assumption (A3), with
C = Cχ , and u∗ = u∗ = u = û.

Proof. Step 1: prove Assumption (A2).
Fix (ζ, ϑ, ε) ∈ D< × Rd × (0,∞), set (X, θ ) := (Xζ,ϑ,ε, θ t,ϑ,ε) and ϒ :=

(Sζ ,Yζ , Xζ,ϑ,ε, θ t,ϑ,ε) to ease notation, and define the stopping times

τ εn := T ∧ inf{u ≥ t : ϒu /∈ Bn(ζ, ϑ)}, n ≥ 1.

By smoothness of v0, θ0, and Assumption (B2), we have v̂ε ∈ C1,2(D × Rd ). Itô’s formula
in turn yields

v̂ε(ζ, ϑ) = E

[
v̂ε
(
τ εn , ϒτεn

) −
∫ τεn

t

(
Lθεvε + ε2 [(Dξ	 )� E−4 Dξ	 ] ◦ ξξε

4∂xv0
+ ε2R̃

)
(u, ϒu) du

]
.

In view of Lemma 6.1,

Lϑ v̂ε(ζ, ϑ) =
{
Lθ0

v0 + ε2

(
1
2

∣∣ξ�
ε σS

∣∣2 ∂xxv0 − Lθ0
û − 1

2
Tr

[
cθ0 D2

ξξ	 ◦ ξ ε
] + R̂ε

L

)}
(ζ, ϑ).

Now, use the frictionless DPE (3.4) for v0, the Second Corrector Equation (3.20)
for û (which holds by Assumption (B2)), and the definition of 	 (cf. Lemma 4.1),
obtaining
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v̂ε(ζ, ϑ) = E

[
v̂ε
(
τ εn , ϒτεn

) − ε2
∫ τεn

t

(
R̂ε

L + R̃ε

)
(u, ϒu) du

]

≤ E
[
v̂ε
(
τ εn , ϒτεn

)] + ε3β(ζ, ϑ),

where the inequality follows from (B5). In view of (1) and the terminal condition
û(T, ·) = 0, dominated convergence in turn yields

v̂ε(ζ, ϑ) ≤ E

[
U
(

Xζ,ϑ,ε

T

)
− U ′

(
Xζ,ϑ,ε

T

)
P(T, ϒT)

]
+ ε3β(ζ, ϑ) ≤ vε(ζ, ϑ) + ε3β(ζ, ϑ),(7.2)

as n → ∞. Here, the last inequality follows from admissibility of the wealth process
Xζ,ϑ,ε (cf. Assumption (B4)) and the definition of the frictional value function (2.6). By
definition of ūε in (4.1), (7.2) gives

ūε(ζ, ϑ) ≤ (û + εβ +	 ◦ ξ 1)(ζ, ϑ).(7.3)

Assumption (A2) in turn follows from the continuity of û, β, and 	 .
Step 2: show that Assumption (A3) holds, and u∗ = u∗ = u = û.
Let ũ ∈ C1,2(D) ∩ Cχ be a classical solution of (3.20), and let u1 ∈ Cχ (resp. u2 ∈ Cχ )

be a lower-(resp. upper-) semicontinuous viscosity supersolution (resp. subsolution) of
(3.20) such that u1 ≥ ũ ≥ u2 on ∂TD. We prove that u1 ≥ ũ on D; the inequality ũ ≤ u2

is obtained similarly.
Assume to the contrary that there is ζ̂ ∈ D< such that (u1 − ũ)(ζ̂ ) < 0. For κ > 0 small

enough, we then have (u1 − ũ + κχ )(ζ̂ ) < 0. As, moreover, the definition of Cχ in (7.1)
implies (u1 − ũ + κχ ) > 0 near the spatial boundary of D, it follows that there is ζκ ∈ D
such that

min
D

(u1 − ũ + κχ ) = (u1 − ũ + κχ )(ζκ ) ≤ (u1 − ũ + κχ )(ζ̂ ) < 0.

As u1 ≥ ũ on ∂TD, ζκ ∈ ∂TD would imply χ (ζκ ) < 0, which contradicts χ ≥ 0 in (B1).
Therefore, ζk is an interior minimum of u1 − (ũ − κχ ), and the viscosity supersolution
property of u1 gives −Lθ0

(ũ − κχ )(ζκ ) ≥ a.Because ũ is a classical solution of −Lθ0
ũ = a,

it follows that Lθ0
χ ≥ 0, which contradicts (B1). Thus, u1 ≥ ũ on D as claimed.

Applying (7.3) to any subsequence (ζε, ϑε) and using û ∈ Cχ (cf. (B3)) yields u∗, u∗ ∈
Cχ . As the classical solution û is also a viscosity solution of (3.20), Propositions 6.3,
6.4, and the comparison result established above show that u∗ ≥ û ≥ u∗. As u∗ ≥ u∗ by
definition, this shows û = u∗ = u∗. �

The function u defined in (4.5) is locally bounded because u ∈ Cχ and χ ∈ C1,2. Hence,
u is a viscosity solution of (3.20), and it follows as above that u = û = u∗ = u∗.

As a corollary, we obtain our second main result, Theorem 4.7:

COROLLARY 7.3. Under Assumptions 3.3 and B, the investment strategy θ̇ ε defined in
(B4) is optimal at the leading order O(ε2). That is, for each compact subset B of D × Rd

and ε > 0, there is a constant Kε
B > 0 such that Kε

B → 0 as ε → 0 and

vε(ζ, ϑ) − ε2 Kε
B ≤ E

[
U
(

Xζ,ϑ,εT

)
− U ′

(
Xζ,ϑ,εT

)
P
(

T, SζT,Y
ζ

T , Xζ,ϑ,εT

)]
, for all (ζ, ϑ) ∈ B and ε > 0,

where (Xζ,ϑ,ε, θ t,ϑ,ε) is defined as in (B4).
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Proof. In the proof of Proposition 7.2, we have shown (7.2):

v0(ζ ) − ε2u(ζ ) − ε2	 ◦ ξ 1(ζ, ϑ) − ε3β(ζ, ϑ) ≤ E
[
U
(

Xζ,ϑ,εT

)
− U ′

(
Xζ,ϑ,εT

)
P
(

T, SζT,Y
ζ

T , Xζ,ϑ,εT

)]
.

This corollary thus follows from the local uniform convergence of ūλ shown in
Theorem 4.3. �

8. EXAMPLES

In this section we show how all of our technical assumptions can be verified in concrete
settings. For the sake of clarity, we do not strive for minimal assumptions. Throughout,
we consider an investor with an exponential utility function −e−ηx with constant absolute
risk aversion η > 0.

8.1. Portfolio Choice

First we focus on a portfolio choice problem. There is a single risky asset with
dynamics29

dSt = μS(Yt)dt + σS(Yt)dW 1
t ,

driven by a one-dimensional autonomous diffusion:

dY t = μY(Yt)dt + σY(Yt)d
(
ρW1

t +
√

1 − ρ2W2
t

)
.

Here, W = (W1,W1) is a two-dimensional standard Brownian motion, ρ ∈ [−1, 1], and
the mappings μS, μY, σS, σY : R �−→ R all are bounded and smooth, with bounded
derivatives of all orders, and the volatilities σS, σY are bounded away from zero. Then, Y
and in turn S are well defined and it follows similarly as in Zariphopoulou (2001) that
the frictionless value function v0 is a classical solution of the frictionless DPE, which
can be transformed into a linear, uniformly parabolic equation in this case. The value
function v0 can be written as

v0(t, y, x) = e−ηxw0(t, y),(8.1)

and the corresponding optimal policy is given by

θ0
t = θ0(t,Yt) = μS(Yt)

ησ 2
S(Yt)

+ ρσY(Yt)
ησS(Yt)

∂yw0(t,Yt)
w0(t,Yt)

.

Similarly as in Zariphopoulou (2001, theorem 3.1), one verifies that w0, θ0 are also
bounded and smooth, with bounded derivatives of all orders.30 In particular, all
regularity assumptions imposed on the frictionless problem in Section 7 are satis-
fied. Moreover, it follows from Novikov’s condition and Girsanov’s theorem that

29This specification allows for predictable returns as in De Lataillade et al. (2012); Martin (2012);
Garleanu and Pedersen (2013, 2013); Collin-Dufresne et al. (2012). To ensure enough integrability for a
rigorous verification theorem, we truncate large values of the state variable by assuming boundedness of all
coefficients. Nonlinear dynamics and stochastic volatility can be handled without difficulties.

30For w0, this follows from the corresponding Feynman-Kac representation. As all coefficients are
smooth, one can then differentiate the PDE for w0 and argue analogously for all of its derivatives.
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∂xv0(t,Yt, Xθ
0

t )/∂xv0(0, y, x) is the density process of an equivalent martingale measure
Q, the dual minimizer for the optimization problem at hand.

Now, consider constant linear price impact,�t = λ = ε4 > 0. Then, all of our technical
assumptions hold and we have the following result:

THEOREM 8.1. In the setting of Section 8, Assumptions 3.3 and B are satisfied, so that
Theorems 4.3 and 7.3 are applicable. As a consequence, a leading-order optimal policy with
small constant price impact �t = λ = ε4 is given in feedback form as

θ̇ εt =
√
ησ 2

S(Yt)
2ε4

(
θ0

t − θεt
)
.(8.2)

The corresponding first-order correction of the value function reads as:

vε(t, y, x, ϑ) = v0
(

t, y, x − CE(t, y, ϑ)
)

+ o(ε2),

where

CE(t, y, ϑ) = ε2

√
2η

(
EQ

[∫ T

t

(
∂yθ

0(Yt,y
r )2σY(Yt,y

r )2σS(Yt,y
r )

)
dr
]

+ σS(y)(θ0(0, y) − ϑ)2

)
.

Proof. Because no state constraints are needed for exponential utility, (weak) dynamic
programming and in turn the viscosity solution property of the frictional value function
(Assumption 3.3) can be derived along the lines of Bouchard and Touzi (2011).

Let us now verify Assumption B. First, note that—due to boundedness and smoothness
of all coefficient functions—it follows from dominated convergence and Itô’s formula
that the probabilistic representation (4.5) is a classical solution of the Second Corrector
Equation (3.20). In particular, (B2) is satisfied. Next, one readily verifies that (B1) and
(B3) also hold with χ (t, y, x) = e−at(e−y + ey + v0(t, y, x)2), if a is chosen sufficiently
large. The feedback policy θ̇ ε from (8.2) implies that the corresponding number θε of
risky shares solves a (random) linear ODE. It is therefore given explicitly by

θ t,ϑ,ε = e− ∫ ·
t

√
ησ 2

S(Yr )/2ε4dr
(
ϑ +

∫ ·

t

(
e
∫ r

t

√
ησ 2

S(Ys )/2ε4ds
√
ησ 2

S(Yr )/2ε4θ0(r ,Yr )
)

dr
)
.

Hence, θε is well defined and uniformly bounded. As a result, the corresponding wealth
process (2.5) is well defined, too, and the corresponding utility (2.7) is integrable by
Novikov’s condition and the boundedness of θε, θ0, μS, and σS. Moreover, dominated
convergence shows that the corresponding wealth process can be approximated by simple
strategies as in Biagini and Černý (2011). In summary, (B4) is satisfied.

Now, turn to (B5). By (8.1), (4.5), and Lemma 4.1, we can choose γ ε(x) = Ge−ηx for
a suitable constant G > 0, because the quadratic trading cost, the risky asset’s volatility,
the investor’s absolute risk aversion, the frictionless reduced value function w0, and the
quadratic variation of the frictionless trading strategy θ0 are all uniformly bounded. The
frictional wealth process Xζ,ϑ,εt is an Itô process with bounded drift and diffusion coeffi-
cients. Hence, it follows from Novikov’s condition and Doobs maximal inequality that it’s
running supremum has exponential moments of all orders, verifying Assumption (B5).

(B6) is derived along the same lines by using that E[
∫ T

t |θ0
r − θεr |2/ε2dr ] is uniformly

bounded in ε > 0. To see this, first notice that

θ0 − θε = e−ε−2
∫ ·

t

√
ησ 2

S(Yr )/2dr (θ0(ζ ) − ϑ) +
∫ ·

t
e−ε−2

∫ ·
r

√
ησ 2

S(Ys )/2dsdθ0
r ,
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by (8.2) and the explicit formula for solutions of linear SDEs (cf., e.g., Protter 2005, The-
orem V.52). Recall that the drift and diffusion coefficients of the frictionless optimizer θ0

are uniformly bounded by constants M,  > 0, and that
√
ησ 2

S(·)/2 is uniformly bounded
away from zero by some constant C > 0. Hence it follows from the algebraic inequality
(x + y)2 ≤ 2x2 + 2y2, Jensen’s inequality, the Itô isometry, and a simple integration that

E

[∫ T

t

|θ0
r − θεr |2
ε2

dr
]

≤ |θ0(ζ ) − ϑ |2
C

+ 2(M2T2 + 2T)
C

,

establishing the claimed uniform bound in ε > 0. In summary, Assumption B is satisfied
and the leading-order optimality of the trading rate (8.2) follows from Theorem 7.3.
The representation for the leading-order correction of the corresponding value function
is a consequence of Theorem 4.3, Proposition 7.2, as well as Taylor expansion and the
definition of Q. �

8.2. Random Endowments

Similar arguments can be used to verify the regularity assumptions needed to apply
the general argument from Section 5.3 to deal with random endowments. To illustrate
this, consider the Bachelier model

d St = μdt + σdWt,

for a standard Brownian motion W, and a European option with payoff function H =
h(ST). If the function h : R+ → R is bounded and smooth, with bounded and smooth
derivative of all orders,31 then it follows from the Markov property that the density
process ZH

t generated by the Radon-Nikodym derivative dPH/dP = e−ηh(ST )/E[e−ηh(ST )]
is given by a smooth function f (t, St) which solves

∂t f (t, s) + μ∂s f (t.s) + σ 2

2
∂ss f (t, s) = 0, f (T, s) = e−ηh(s)∫∞

−∞ e−ηh(μT+σ√
Ts ′)φ(s ′)ds ′]

,

where φ denotes the density function of the standard Normal distribution. Due to our
assumptions on h, the function f is smooth, bounded, and bounded away from zero;
by the dominated convergence theorem, the same holds for all of its derivatives. As a
result, Itô’s formula shows that the dynamics of the density process ZH

t are given by
d ZH

t /ZH
t = (∂s f (t, St)/ f (t, St))σdWt. Girsavov’s theorem in turn yields the dynamics of

the risky asset S under the measure PH:

d St =
(
μ+ ∂s f (t, St)

f (t, St)
σ 2
)

dt + σdWH
t ,

for a PH-Brownian motion WH. Due to the regularity of f and its derivatives, the
regularity assumptions of Section 8.1 are satisfied. As a consequence, the portfolio choice
problem with the random endowment H = h(ST) is equivalent to the pure investment

31Weakening these regularity assumptions to European call and put options, for example, is an
open problem even in simpler models with proportional transaction costs (Bichuch 2014; Possamai and
Royer 2014).
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problem under the measure PH, whose solution is provided by Theorem 8.1. Utility-based
prices and hedging strategies can in turn be computed using the indifference argument
of Hodges and Neuberger (1989).
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